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Abstract

A telerobotic system allows a user to interact with an environment indirectly. Our project
successfully creates a telerobotic environment between the Phantom 1.5 controller and the UMI
RTX robotic arm. Utilizing the haptic features of the Phantom controller, a more realistic
interaction was created between the telerobotic system and the user by providing sensory
feedback. As the user manipulates the hand-controlled Phantom device, signals are sent via a

parallel port to the personal computer. A real-time WIN32 application, utilizing the GHOST
SDK library, reads the position of the Phantom controller's coordinates and calculates the
corresponding motor positions of the UMI RTX robotic arm. The motor positions are then
outputted to a text file where they are then read in by the WIN32 application controlling the UMI
RTX. This application relays the motor positions, via an RS232 port, to the UMI RTX. The
UMI RTX activates the appropriate motors, moving the arm to a position corresponding to the
Phantom.

A pressure sensor system was designed and mounted to the UMI RTX robotic arm. When the
gripper closes on an object, a force is applied. The Tekscan FlexiForce sensormounted to the tip
of the gripper detects the applied force, causing its pressure sensitive dye to compress. The
compression reduces the resistance, thus raising the output voltage of the circuit. The output
voltage is then relayed to the circuitry of the sensor systemwhere it is adjusted using an
operational amplifier. The adjusted output voltage is passed to an analog meter for the user to
monitor.

Additional features can be added to maximize the projects usability. A power system

independent of the lab's workbench would allow the system to be operated outside of the lab.
Also, the sensor's output voltage could be fed into the PC for further data interpretation.
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Summary
The purpose of this project was to successfully interface the Phantom 1.5 haptic device and the
UMI RTX robotic arm. A personal computer bridges the connection between the two devices.
A pressure sensor system relays they status of the gripper to an analog meter. This setup
provides a training tool for any teleoperation task that involves the use of force feedback.

The project was completed by organizing it into several manageable components. Among these
were the coding for the UMI RTX robotic arm, the design and implementation of the pressure
sensor system, and the coding for the Phantom controller. The coding process for the UMI RTX

used a straightforward real-time approach. After thorough research, our design of the pressure
sensor system utilized the Tekscan FlexiForce sensors with a circuit design that allowed us to

monitor the pressure exerted by the gripper. Programming the Phantom was the most difficult
task due to its extensive programming libraries and features. After being able to read its
coordinates, the coordinates were translated correctly to a text file for the UMI RTX program to
input.

Introduction
A telerobotic interface was created between a controller and a robotic arm. The user-

manipulated controller sends signals to operate the robotic arm and also provides haptic feedback
to the user. The robotic arm was equipped with a pressure sensor system that indicated when the
gripper has grasped an object. Throughout the planning and implementation of this project,
multiple challenges were encountered that needed to be resolved. Through careful planning and
teamwork, our budget was maintained and our project completed in a timely manner. This paper
will examine each of these areas in more detail.

ECE 482 - Project Report
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Background Information
Working on or with a telerobotic controller brings with it a need for knowledge of several key

topics. Such topics include telerobotics, telepresence, haptics, and the relationship of these

components in rehabilitation robotics.3 This section will serve to provide that background
information.

Rehabilitation robotics aims to improve the quality of life of an individual by means of
technological assistance. Rehabilitation robotics requires enough flexibility to help with many
day-to-day tasks such as working, hygiene, and eating. The technology allows a person to
perform tasks and expand their independence beyond what they were normally capable of

handling.1

Telerobotics and haptic technology play essential roles in telepresence. A telerobotic system
allows a user to interact with an environment indirectly. Haptics creates a more realistic

interaction between a telerobotic system and a user by providing sensory feedback." Visual
feedback could come in the form of live video feed. Motion resistance in a hand-controlled arm

could provide a tactile response. There are many ways for a telerobotic system to provide
feedback interaction to the user as he manipulates the system.

A basic telerobotic system can be thought of as a two-part system. The first component is the
master telerobotic controller. The user manipulates this master component. Movements and
interactions with the master control the slave device that performs the final desired actions. The
slave can then relay sensory information back to the user through the master.

ECE 482 - Project Report
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Project Description
This project consists of two main components: the UMI RTX robotic arm and the Phantom 1.5

controller, shown in Figure 1. A standard RTX has seven degrees of freedom including a gripper
to pick up objects. However, because of a broken elbow motor, the RTX in this project only
contained six degrees of freedom. The UMI RTX is controlled
from a personal computer via a RS232 serial link. A WIN32
library for the RTX robot has already been developed to supply
basic initialization and communication functions.

The Phantom

Figure 1:

1.5 is a desktop tool, with six degrees of freedom that allows for

Phantom 1.5 Controller

the exploration of application areas. Simulating torque force feedback makes it possible to feel
the collision and reaction forces in a virtual

assembly path, or the rotational torques supported

by a remote "slave" robot in a teleoperation
environment.

Our goal was to interface the haptic, handcontrolled Phantom with the large RTX robotic
b

Figure 2: UMI RTX Robotic Arm

arm, shown in Figure 2. This was accomplished by first connecting the Phantom to a personal
computer, where its movements are read. The personal computer then converts each movement

by the Phantom into movements that are interpreted by the RTX. The Phantom programming
commands on the PC are controlled with the GHOST SDK environment, which uses the Visual

C++ programming language on a WIN32 application.

This program PhantomRTX.exe is

responsible for reading the Phantom's coordinates and translating them into motor positions for

ECE 482 - Project Report
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the RTX. The motor positions are written to a text file where a second WIN32 application
RTXWIN32.exe reads them in and outputs them to the RTX.

The six degrees of freedom on the Phantom are assigned to corresponding degrees of freedom on
the RTX. Moving the Phantom left/right moves the UMI RTX's shoulder motor left/right.

Moving the Phantom up/down moves the UMI RTX's zed motor up/down. Moving the Phantom
in/out moves the UMI RTX's gripper's pitch up/down. The gripper is controlled using the
button on the handle of the Phantom control arm. When the button in pressed the gripper is
closed, and when the button is released the gripper is opened. The following table represents the

mapping positions of the Phantom to the RTX.
Phantom Coordinate Range

UMI RTX Motor Position

X-axis

-350 to 350

Shoulder

-2600 to 2600

Y-axis

-125 to 125

Zed

-1300 to 1300

Z-axis

-100 to 100

-600 to 600

Button

Oor 1

Gripper Pitch
Gripper

open or close

To provide additional information to the user a pressure sensor system as designed. After
thorough research, the Tekscan FlexiForce 251b pressure sensor was chosen as the centerpiece of
our circuit design. The FlexiForce sensors act as variable resistors. This variance allows the
pressure exerted on an object to be measured.

Needs and Uses for the Project
There were several needs for this project. From our perspective, we have gained valuable
experience and knowledge of robotics, programming, and circuit design. Our project sponsor,
Dr. Pernalete, wished to have more research and knowledge of interfacing the Phantom with

other hardware devices. Dr. Pernalete is currently working with the Occupational Therapy
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department at Western Michigan University to test the Phantom's effectiveness in improving the
hand-eye coordination and writing skills of children. The results have been very promising. If
the testing continues to show progress, she would eventually like to add other hardware devices
to the Phantom. By interfacing the RTX with the Phantom, we have been able to give Dr.
Pernalete more information needed to add other hardware devices to the Phantom.

Qualifying Experience
Interfacing the Phantom to the UMI RTX was not a trivial task. Therefore, it was necessary that
the team members possess some experience regarding the following: programming in a WIN32
environment, basic network analysis, RS232 experience, and strong C++ knowledge. At least
one or more of the team members have completed the following courses:
Hardware

Technology

Course

Analog circuit design

ECE
Electronics I ECE
Network analysis ECE
Digital electronics hardware integration ECE
Real-time design ECE
Digital design/CPLD ECE
Feedback and control systems ECE

210
221
310
350
351
355
371

(circuit analysis)
(electronic components)
(network analysis)
(digital electronics)
(real time systems)
(digital design)
(control systems)

Software

Data and file structures

Course(s)
CS111/CS112(C++)
CS 331 (C++, data/file structures)

Language structure
Low-level hardware programming

CS 485 (programming languages)
ECE 451 (microcontrollers)

Technology

General and advanced C++ programming

ECE 482 - Project Report
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Project Specifications
The ultimate goal of this project was to create an intuitive, working system that allows the user to

manipulate the UMI RTX robotic arm using the Phantom control arm. For this goal to be
achieved, many specifications had to be accomplished. These specifications are as follows:
Type

Requirement
Requirement

Specification
Establish an interface to move the UMI RTX robotic arm by
manipulating the Phantom control arm.
The Phantom control arm should utilize a parallel interface
with a Windows-based PC.

Requirement

The Windows-based PC should translate and relay the
Phantom's signals for direction and velocity to the UMI RTX
robotic arm.

Requirement
Requirement

The interface should be programmed in Visual C++.
Use the Ghost Software Development Kit to create the
interface environment.

Requirement

Map the degrees of freedom from the Phantom control arm to
corresponding degrees of freedom on the UMI RTX robotic

Requirement

Add a sensor system to the UMI RTX robotic arm to acquire
telemetry on the pressure exerted by the gripper on an object.

arm.

Physical Feasibility Study
In a study of the physical feasibility for integration of the Phantom 1.5 to the UMI RTX robotic

arm, a survey of the different components needed to meet the specifications of the project were
evaluated. The components include a RS232 serial link, pressure sensor system, sensor power
source, and software interlink program.

A RS232 serial link is an integral part of the system and was designed to connect the UMI RTX
robotic arm to the PC. This connection was made using existing hardware (RS232 Cable).

Communication with robotic arms has been done in the past using RS232 and was a relatively
simple process. Some devices of similar nature to this are vintage game controllers or joysticks.

ECE 482 - Project Report
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Also, the manufacturer for communications to the UMI RTX has developed a primitive 32-bit

library. This library was valuable and helped make the communication of the PC with the UMI
RTX possible.

A pressure sensor system was needed in order to signal that the gripper on the UMI RTX was
grasping an object. The designed solution used the Tekscan FlexiForce sensors as the
centerpiece of our sensor system. The FlexiForce sensors were easily obtainable, reasonably
priced, and durable. To measure the signal from the sensor system, a standard analog meter, that
was already available to our group, was used.

It was necessary to provide power to the pressure sensor. According to data sheets available
from Tekscan, power supplies of-9, 9, and -5 volts DC were required to be delivered to different

parts of the sensor system. This was accomplished using the Hampden AC/DC Model B Power
Supply stations available in our lab.

The software interlink was the most complicated part of the project. This involved creating

algorithms to accept positional input from the Phantom 1.5 and translating them into positional

output for the UMI RTX. This component made the physical feasibility of the project much
more difficult. To make the best approximation of feasibility, several components of the
software interlink were examined.

The positional input from the Phantom 1.5 to the PC involved using the Ghost Library, which is
provided by SensAble Technologies. Ramakrishna Gottapati developed several programs using

ECE 482 - Project Report
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input from the Phantom controller. These served as a basis for our design and also showed that
the process was physically feasible.

The Phantom consisted of 6 degrees of freedom that were translated into coordinates for an arm

with 6 degrees of freedom. The simplest solution was to use a linear mapping of the XYZposition of the Phantom out to corresponding motor positions of the UMI RTX, as previously
described.

Despite the inability to fully assess the feasibility of the software interlink program, it was
determined that this project is physically feasible. Most parts were comparable to designs

already used, and the parts that did not have an existing design did not have any physical
restrictions.

Economic Feasibility Study
An economic feasibility study for integrating the Phantom controller to the UMI RTX robotic
arm was necessary in order to assure that the proper resources are available to complete the

project. Components similar to that of the physical feasibility study were evaluated. An
evaluation of our assets was then related to the costs of the components. The components to be
evaluated were as follows:

•

Pressure sensor system

•

Software interlink program

•

Phantom controller

•

UMI RTX ami

ECE 482 - Project Report
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The sources of our economic resources consisted of the Undergraduate Research Grant provided
by the Lee Honors College.

Evaluating the cost of the pressure sensor system required pricing numerous components. The
individual components needed for this system are resistors, wires, plugs, op-amps, mounting

clips, adhesive, and the FlexiForce sensors. The cost for this system was $175. This included
$120 for the sensor, $35 for the solderless breadboard, and $20 for the remaining electronic
components.

Our sponsor had provided the Phantom controller and the UMI RTX robotic arm. Having both
the Phantom controller and the UMI RTX robotic arm already available reduced the overall cost

of our project by several thousand dollars. We also received the Undergraduate Research Grant
from the Lee Honors College. This grant added $1200 to our budget. It can be seen that the
major costs of the project were easily covered.

Design Concept
With a project goal and the necessary design specifications available, a design concept was
reached. This design concept can be grouped into the three primary categories: existing
hardware, hardware design, and software design. These distinctions helped us keep our design
process organized, and our time well budgeted.

In terms of existing hardware, the Phantom control arm, the UMI RTX robotic arm, and a
Windows-based PC as seen in Figure 3, were in our possession. The Phantom control arm uses a

parallel port as an interface with the Windows-based PC. The older UMI RTX robotic arm has
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several ports on one side of the external casing. A RS232 serial communications port on the
UMI RTX robotic arm was utilized to bridge the gap to the Windows-based PC.

Phantom to PC parallel connection

UMI

Rl"

>

•* t

n

Figure 3: Telerobotic Controller System

Careful navigation of the UMI RTX robotic
arm requires telemetry sent back to the user in
front of the Windows-based PC. Telemetry is
transmitted by the pressure sensor system that

falls in the category of hardware design. The
sensor system is illustrated in Figure 4. This
Figure 4: Sensor System for UMI RTX Claw

sensor system measures the force exerted on
an object by the gripper. The FlexiForce sensor pads from Tekscan were attached to the inside
of the gripper. Sensor pads were attached to external circuitry of our own design. The design of

the external circuitry depended on the precision needed and the maximum force expected from
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the claw. An analog meter reads the output voltage signal from our circuit. An increased signal
reading indicates that the gripper has an object in its grasp.

The third category, software design, allows all of these components to talk to one another. The
Phantom control arm includes the Ghost SDK and GhostGL libraries for Visual C++. These

libraries allow us to write the software for use on the Windows-based PC. Using the libraries,

the direction that the Phantom is moving can be tracked. The direction is recorded by the PC and

translated to the corresponding motor positions for the UMI RTX. The software interpreter

sends these motor positions to a test file, where a second WIN32 application reads them in and
sends them to the UMI RTX via the RS232 serial communication port. Finally, telemetry from
the sensor is displayed on an analog meter.
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yes

PC receives the

Phantom's position
signal

Figure 5: Movement Flow Diagram

Position signal
interpreted to UMI
RTX equivalent and
outputted to a text file

UMI RTX moves

accordingly

PC receives gripper
control request

Figure 6: Gripper Flow Diagram

Interpreter sends control signal
to UMI RTX for gripper
movement. Pressure sensor

signal displayed.
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Sensors

The telerobotic controller implements a pressure sensor. The sensor is mounted to the claw of

the UMI RTX robotic arm and is routed through our circuit design to an analog meter where an
increased voltage level indicates the gripper has grasped an object. To implement the pressure

sensor system, the FlexiForce" Sensor shown in Figure 7 was used.

Figure 7: (from: Tekscan.com, 2004) FlexiForce® Sensor

The pressure sensor system is capable of making readings from 0-25 lbs (11 IN). The FlexiForce

sensor is connected to a drive circuit shown in Figure 8 below. The following table lists each
part required for the design.

Variable

Description

Part No.

Sensor

251b Tekscan FlexiForce

A201-25

3-pin connector
LM741CN

Female Berg Receptacle
Op-amp

LM741CN

Ri

1 KQ resistor

R2

200 KQ resistor

R3
R4

1 KQ resistor

330 Q. resistor

Meter

Ideal Precision Analog Meter

ECE 482 - Project Report
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Ri 1KQ

R2 20KQ

-9V <h
LM741CN

Sensor

<^
R3 1KQ

3-pin
connector

-9V OR4 330Q
-SV

Ch.
Figure 8: Sensor Drive Circuit

Testing of Final Project
Once our project was fully operational, it was put through several tests. Each test consisted of

placing an object within the range of the RTX robotic arm, and then controlling the arm through
the Phantom device. After the RTX had the object in its grasp, it was moved to a desired

location and set down. Objects acquired include a golf ball and a block of wood. Each object
was placed in a determined start position, and was moved to an end position that tested the full
range of motion of the telerobotic system.

Deviations from the Original Design
Throughout the implementation stage of the project, several deviations were taken from the
original design. These variations include removing the range sensor system, not providing error
correction feedback for the UMI RTX, and not capturing the velocity of the Phantom. Each of

these components was omitted from the final design in an effort to focus our attention on the
primary components.
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After careful consideration, the initial design of the project was deemed too ambitious. The
range sensor system and correction feedback for the RTX were the logical components to omit.

Neither of these components was vital in obtaining a final working design. The range sensor
system was originally intended to sense when the gripper was approaching an object. Since a

human directly controlled the telerobotic system, such a sensor system was not useful. While
error correction feedback would be a beneficial addition for the future, the project worked
successfully without it.

While writing the software for the telerobotic interface, it was realized that the velocity of the
Phantom was not needed. The position coordinates of the Phantom are translated at a high speed
to a text file. The text file is then read at a rate that immediately moves the UMI RTX to the
corresponding position. The rate at which the Phantom is moved is irrelevant.

Conclusion

Through teamwork, communication, and dedication, our team was capable of successfully

interfacing a telerobotic controller system between the Phantom 1.5 haptic device and the UMI
RTX robotic arm. Utilizing multiple WIN32 applications, the coordinates of the Phantom were
translated into motor position for the RTX. The pressure sensor system accurately detects when

the gripper of the RTX has grasped onto an object. While there were a number of challenges
throughout the course of the design, we were able to find solutions that fell within our budget
while still providing accurate results.
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Recommendations

We accomplished what we planned to do, and consider our final project to be a success.
However, there are several features that could be implemented at a later time to make the
telerobotic system more robust. Additional features include a portable power system and digital
processing of the pressure sensor's voltage output.

The portable power system would be independent of the lab's workbench. This would allow the
telerobotic system to be operated in environments other than an electronics lab. It would be
possible to setup the telerobotic system anywhere there are standard outlets for the Phantom, PC,
and RTX to plug in to.

It is feasible to route the voltage signal from the pressure sensor system into the personal
computer. This signal could then be incorporated into the software portion of the project where
it could be translated into pressure readings. This approach could also add automation to the

telerobotic system. When the software receives an increased pressure reading, it would
automatically move the grasped object to a predetermined location and release it.
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Appendix Al
Phantom Source Code

E:\PhantomRTX\PhantomRTX.cxx

//P.TX WIN32.cpp is the program used to viually display the controls of th«
//RTX/UMI robotic arm to the user.

When executed,,

the robotic, arm is

//automatically initialized !:o avoid future positioning problems.
A
//window is then displayed to the user, giving control tc re-initialise o:
//to move the arm i.n any direction.
The positions of the motors are
/ / d i.? c i a y e d.

#define WIN32_LEAN_AND_MEAN

#define WINDOW_CLASS_NAME "WINCLASSl"

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#defme

WORKSPACE_XMAX
WORKSPACE_XMIN
WORKSPACE_YMAX
WORKSPACE_YMIN
WORKSPACE_ZMAX
WORKSPACE_ZMIN

350
-350
125
-125
100
-100

//Maximum
//Minimum
//Maximum
//Minimum
//Maximum
//Minimum

X
X
Y
Y
Z
Z

position
position
position
position
position
position

of
of
of
of
of
of

Phantom
Phantom
Phantom
Phantom
Phantom
Phantom

//includes needed for phantom device
#include

<stdlib.h>

#include
#include
#mclude
#include

<gstBasic.h>
<gstScene.h>
<gstPHANToM. h>
<gstSeparator.h>

#include

<iostream.h>

#include <gstBoundaryCube.h>
#include <gstDeviceIO.h>

//includes need for Win32 app
#include <windows.h>
#include <windowsx.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include

<math.h>

gstScene *myScene = new gstScene;

//create scene object

FILE

*OutFile;
/ /N ame :
Wi nd ov; ? r o c

//Inpxits:
HWND, msg, wparam, Iparam
//Outputs:
LRESULT CALLBACK
//Function:
This parses all messages sent: from ;:be window.
Xf it; is a
// message from the display box, and the message is that the initialize
// button was pre^^ex], the initialisation commands are run.
Other opti<

//

wM_CQMMAND

- process the application menu

//

KM FAINT

- Paint the main window

//

WM_DESTROY

- post a quit message and return

LRESULT CALLBACK WindowProc(HWND hwnd,

UINT msg,

{
PAINTSTRUCT ps;
HDC

hdc;

switch(msg)
{

case WM_CREATE:
{
return(0);

}
break;

//what is the message?

WPARAM wparam,

LPARAM Iparam)
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case WM_COMMAND:

//command message received

{
return(0
}
break;
case

WM

PAINT:

hdc = BeginPaint(hwnd,
EndPaint(hwnd, &ps);

&ps);

return 0;

}
break;
case

WM

DESTROY:

myScene->stopServoLoop();
if(OutFile) fclose(OutFile);
PostQuitMessage(0) ;
return(0);
break;
default:break;
1

'end

:ch

//process any messages that we didn't take care of
return

(DefWindowProc(hwnd, msg,

wparam,

Iparam));

//end WinProc

//Inputs:
Various
//Outputs:
TNT
//Function:
This is the main entry point for the program.
It is
// responsible for initialising the motor position array, adjusts the
/'/'
settings for the display box, initializes the robotic, arm. and then
// enters into a infinite real-time loop, where it awaits commands from
//
the user.
int APIENTRY WinMain(HINSTANCE hinstance,
HINSTANCE hPrevInstance,

LPSTR

lpCmdLine,

int

nCmdShow)

!

WNDCLASSEX winclass;
HWND hwnd;

MSG msg;

//setup the windows c:l«

structure

>k

to

decade

like.

wind ass. cbSize

sizeof(WNDCLASSEX);

winclass.style
winclass.lpfnWndProc

CS_HREDRAW | CS_VREDRAW;
WindowProc;

winclass.cbClsExtra

0;

winclass.cbWndExtra

0;
hinstance;

winclass.hinstance
winclass.hi con
winclass.hCursor

LoadIcon(NULL, IDI_APPLICATION);
LoadCursor(NULL, IDC_ARROW);
(HBRUSH)GetStockObj ect(GRAY_BRUSH)

winclass.hbrBackground
winclass.IpszMenuName
winclass.IpszClassName

WINDOW_CLASS_NAME;

winclass.hlconSm

LoadIcon(NULL,

NULL;

IDI APPLICATION);
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//register this window with the operating system
if(!RegisterClassEx(&winclass))
return(0);

//create

if

the window

( ! (hwnd=CreateWmdowEx'(NULL,
WINDOW_CLASS_NAME,
"UMI/RTX WIN API",

WSJDVERLAPPEDWINDOW | WS_VISIBLE,
0, 0,
300,160,
NULL,
NULL,

hinstance,
NULL)))

{
return(0);

}

/ /// / /// / / // / // / / / / // /// / / / // // / / // / / /// / / /././ / / //./ /./ / / // / / /./ / / // / / // / /// /

gstSeparator *rootSep = new gstSeparator;

//create root seperator (not sure what itV

is yet;

myScene->setRoot (rootSep) ;
//

Create ao

//Adds scene to roc;': seperator?

instnace of the PHANToM

gstPHANToM *myPHANToM = new gstPHANToM("Default PHANToM");
if(!myPHANToM || !myPHANToM->getValidConstruction())
{
exit (-1);
}
//

Add PHANToM to the

scene

rootSep -> addChild(myPHANToM);

// Coordinate setup
gstPoint phantomTrans;
gstTransformMatrix phantomXform;

//position matrix
//transform of pos matrix into (:c,y,z)

// Set boundries

gstBoundaryCube *workspaceH = new gstBoundaryCube();

workspaceH->setWidth(WORKSPACE_XMAX-WORKSPACE_XMIN);
workspaceH->setLength(WORKSPACE_ZMAX-WORKSPACE_ZMIN);
workspaceH->setHeight(WORKSPACE_YMAX-WORKSPACE_YMIN);

workspaceH->setPosition((WORKSPACE_XMAX+WORKSPACE_XMIN)/2,
(WORKSPACE_YMAX+WORKSPACE_YMIN)/2,
(WORKSPACE_ZMAX+WORKSPACE_ZMIN)/2);
myPHANToM->setBoundaryObj(workspaceH);

//Establish origin

//Activate boundries

// Begin simulation
myScene->startServoLoop();
/ / / // / / / / / / // / / // / / // / / / // // / / / / / / / // / / / // / // / / / // / // / / / / / / // / / / / / // / / / / /
//open the ourput file coords.txt
if(!(OutFile = fopen("c:Wcoords.txt",
PostQuitMessage(0);

"wb")))

//temp variables thar are used in the mathematic calculations
//and

stored

to the

coords.txt: file

int TempShoulder,TempZed,TempWristl,TempWrist2,button;
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while(TRUE)

miinirs

roop

phantomXform = myPHANToM->getCumulativeTransformMatrix(
phantomTrans = phantomXform.getTranslation();

//translate the values and then write them, to the text file c:\coords.txt
TempShoulder=(int)(phantomTrans.x()*7.4);
TempZed=(int)(phantomTrans.y()*10.4);

TempWristl=(int)(((phantomTrans.z()*6)-600));

//use these values for pitch

TempWrist2=(int)(((phantomTrans.z()*6)-600));
button=gstGetStylusSwitchState (0);

//goto the beginning of the coords file and write ail the data
rewind(OutFile);

fprintf(OutFile,

"%5d%5d%5d%5d%5d",TempShoulder,TempZed,TempWristl,TempWrist2,

button);

//check the current system clock timer so that we can limit speed

//DWORD start_time = GetTickConnt();
// Main message hoop:
if(PeekMessage(&msg,NULL,0,0,PM_REMOVE))
{

if(msg.message==WM_QUIT)
break;

TranslateMessage(&msg);
DispatchMessage(&msg);

ma

reaxtime

wni^e

return(msg.wParam);

Appendix A2
UMI RTX Source Code

RTX WIN32.H

//returns 1 if the given key is down, 0 if it is not
#define KEYDOWN(vk_code)((GetAsyncKeyState(vk_code)&0x8000)?l:0)
//returns 0 if the given key is up, 1 if it is not
#define KEYUP(vk_code) ((GetAsyncKeyState(vk_code)&0x8000)?0:1)
//defines for windows
#define WINDOW_CLASS_NAME "WINCLASSl"

//defines for keys and their hex values
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi
#defi

ne KEY_A 0x41

ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
ne
#define

KEY_B
KEY_C
KEY_D
KEY_E
KEY_F
KEY_G
KEY_H
KEY_I
KEY_J
KEY_K
KEY_L
KEY_M
KEY_N
KEY_0
KEY_P
KEY_Q
KEY_R
KEY_S
KEY_T
KEY_U
KEY_V
KEY_W
KEY_X
KEY_Y
KEY_Z
KEY_0
KEY_1
KEY_2
KEY_3
KEY_4
KEY_5
KEY_6
KEY_7
KEY_8
KEY_9

0x42
0x43
0x44
0x45
0x46
0x47
0x48
0x49
0x4A
0x4B
0x4c
0x4D
0x4E
0x4F
0x50
0x51
0x52
0x53
0x54
0x55
0x56
0x57
0x58
0x59
0x5A
0x30
0x31
0x32
0x33
0x34
0x35
0x36
0x37
0x38
0x39
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E:\RTX WIN32\RTX WIN32.cpp

//P.'Ta WIN32, cpp is the program used to viually display the controls of th<
//RTX/UMI robotic aim to the user.

When executed,,

the robotic aria is

//automatically initialized to avoid future positioning problems.
A
//window is then displayed to the user, giving control to re-initialise o:
//to move the arm in any direction.

The positions of the motors are

//disclayed.

#define WIN32_LEAN_AND_MEAN
#include <windows.h>
#include <windowsx.h>
#include

<stdio.h>

#include <math.h>
#include "RTX WIN32.H"

#include "RoboFunc.h"
#include
FILE

<stdlib.h>

*FileIn;
)les

Robo activeROBO;
int motordir[7];
RECT rect;

/ / /

//P.oboFunc object;
//tracks the motor positi<
//used to repaint text on

/////////Buffers for Strings///////////////
//contains the motor names and position values
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
char

/ /Name :

bufZED[64];
bufSHOULDER[64];
bufELBOW[64];
bufYAW[64];
bufWRISTl[64] ;
bufWRIST2[64];
bufGRIP[64];
bufCLICK[64];

Upciat:e?ext

//Inputs:
HWND - handle to the window (display box)
//Outputs:
None
//Function:
This is repsonsibie for redrawing the display box with th
// adjusted motor position values.
void UpdateText(HWND hwnd)

HDC hdc;

//handle

t:o a device context

//set text foreground and backgroud colors - background is transp
hdc=GetDC(hwnd);
SetTextColor(hdc,RGB(0,0,0));
SetBkColor(hdc,RGB(12 8,128,128) ) ;
SetBkMode(hdc,TRANSPARENT);

//ZED text

sprintf(bufZED,"ZED : %d",

motordir[0]);

TextOut(hdc,10,10,bufZED,strlen(bufZED));

//Shoulder text
sprintf(bufSHOULDER,"SHOULDER : %d",

motordir[1]);

TextOut(hdc,10,25,bufSHOULDER,strlen(bufSHOULDER));
/ /elbow >:ext

sprintf(bufELBOW,"ELBOW : %d",

motordir[2]);

TextOut(hdc,10,40,bufELBOW,strlen(bufELBOW));
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//YAW text

sprintf(bufYAW,"YAW : %d", motordir[3]);
TextOut(hdc,10,55,bufYAW,strlen(bufYAW));
//WRIST1 text

sprintf(bufWRISTl,"WRIST1 : %d", motordir[4]);
TextOut(hdc, 10, 70 ,bufWRISTl,strlen(bufWRISTl) )
//WRIST2 text

sprintf(bufWRIST2,"WRIST2 : %d", motordir[5])/
TextOut(hdc, 10, 85 ,bufWRIST2,strlen(bufWRIST2))
//GRIP text

sprintf(bufGRIP,"GRIP : %d", motordir[6])/
TextOut(hdc,10,100,bufGRIP,strlen(bufGRIP));

//release resources for color setting baCK to windows
ReleaseDC(hwnd,hdc);
1

//Name:

WindowProc

//Inputs:
fVwND, msg. wparam,
//Outputs:
LRESULT CALLBACK

Iparam

//Function: This parses all messages sent from the window.
If it is a
// message from the display box, and the message is that the initialize
//

button was pressed,

//

include:

//

WM__COMMAND

//

i:he initialization commands are run.

Other options

- process the application menu

WM PAINT

••

WM_DESTROY

- post a qui;: message and return

Paint

the main window

LRESULT CALLBACK WindowProc(HWND hwnd,

UINT msg,

WPARAM wparam,

LPARAM Iparam)

PAINTSTRUCT ps;
HDC

hdc;

switch(msg)

//what is the message?

{

case WM_CREATE:
{
return(0);

}
break;

case WM_COMMAND:

//command message received

{

if (LOWORD (wparam) ==100)

//message from, display box

{

if(HIWORD(wparam)==0)

//initialize button clicked

{

activeROBO.init();

for(int i = 0;
motordir[i]
}
}
return(0);
break;

case WM_PAINT
{

i < 7;
=

0;

i++){
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//set rectange equal to text portion then invalidate
//and redraw the text so it's clean.
rect.left=0;

rect.top=0;
rect.right=160;
rect.bottom=160;

InvalidateRect(hwnd,&rect,true);

hdc = BeginPaint(hwnd,
EndPaint(hwnd,
return

&ps);

&ps);

0;

}
break;

case WM_DESTROY:
{
// End simulation
fclose(Fileln);

PostQuitMessage(0);
return(0);
}
break;
default:break;

}

//end switch

//process any messages that we didn't take care of
}

return (DefWindowProc(hwnd, msg,
//end WinProc

/ / N a it- e :

wparam,

Iparam));

Wi nMair.

//Inputs:

Various

//Function:
This is the main entry point for the program.
It; is
// responsible for initializing the motor position array, adjusts the
// settings for the display box, initializes the robotic arm, and then
/'/'
enters into a infinite real-time loop., where it awaits commands from
//

the user.

mt APIENTRY WinMain(HINSTANCE hinstance,
HINSTANCE hPrevInstance,

LPSTR

lpCmdLine,

int.

nCmdShow)

{
WNDCLASSEX winclass;
HWND hwnd;

MSG msg;

for(int i=0;i<7;i++)

//initialize position

{

motordir[i]=0;

//set up the window class structure
//this controls the how the window will be displayed
winclass.cbSize

=

winclass.style

= CS_HREDRAW | CS_VREDRAW;

sizeof(WNDCLASSEX);

winclass.lpfnWndProc

= WindowProc;

winclass.cbClsExtra

=

0;
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winclass.cbWndExtra

0;

winclass.hinstance

hinstance;

winclass.hicon

LoadIcon(NULL, IDI_APPLICATION);
LoadCursor(NULL, IDC_ARROW);
(HBRUSH)GetStockObject(GRAY_BRUSH)

winclass.hCursor

winclass.hbrBackground
winclass.IpszMenuName
winclass.IpszClassName

WINDOW_CLASS_NAME;

winclass.hlconSm

LoadIcon(NULL,

NULL ;

IDI APPLICATION);

//register this window class with the operat
if(!RegisterClassEx(&winclass))
return(0);

//create the window
if (!(hwnd=CreateWindowEx(NULL,

WINDOW_C LAS S_NAME,
"UMI/RTX WIN API",
WS_OVERLAPPEDWINDOW

WS VISIBLE,

0,0,

300,160,
NULL,

NULL,
hinstance,
NULL)))
return (0'

//add a initialize button to the window

CreateWmdowEx(NULL,"button","Initialize",WS_CHILDIWS_VISIBLEIBS_PUSHBUTTON,
170,10,100,30,hwnd,(HMENU)(100),hinstance,NULL);

int buttonpos;

variable for

char c[6];

used as

a

the button position

buffer

for file

data

//initialize rhe robot but wait until its finished
activeROBO .mit () ;
activeROBO.waitUntilDone();

//open for read the coords file
//this file is created and edited by the phantom program
Fileln=fopen("c:\\coords.txt","r");
while(TRUE)
//infinite loop
{

// Mam message .loop:

if(PeekMessage(&msg,NULL,0,0,PM_REMOVE))
if(msg.message==WM_QUIT)
break;

TranslateMessage(&msg);
DispatchMessage(&msg);

//go to beginning of fii«

,

//motor to value
rewind (Fileln);

that

fgets(c,

that of

6, Fileln);

motordir[1]= atoi(c);

fgets(c,

6, Fileln);

motordir[0]= atoi(c);

re<

lata,

convert it to int. and

Actually works quite well
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fgets(c,

6, Fileln),

motordir[4]= atoi(c]

fgets(c,

6, Fileln);

motordir[5]= atoi(c]

fgets(c, 6, Fileln),
buttonpos=atoi (c);
if (buttonpos ==1)
{
motordir[6]=0;
}
e1se

{
motordir[6]=1100;
}

//move the robot to the positions that were just read in fro;
//the coords file.

activeROBO.move(motordir);

//moves according to keystroke

SendMessage (hwnd, WM_PAI NT, NULL, NULL) ;
UpdateText(hwnd);
}/ /end r e a 11 inw

return(msg.wParam);

//updates the text

//force windows to r.-

ia:;.nt

the

Appendix B

Project Work Log

Work log.txt
Name/Date/Files Created/Files Edited/Comments
Name(s):
Date:

Mike & George

6-07-04

Files Edited:
Files Created:
Comments:

-Shown RTX demo
-Shown code references and manuals
XXXKXKK

Name(s):

George & Steve

Date:
6-19-04
Files Edited:
Files Created:
Comments:

-Discussed RTX operation with Steve
-Analyzed VC++ programming syntax for RTX
*

*

v

«

v

-x -x

Name(s):

Mike & Steve

Date:
7-10-04
Files Edited:
Files Created:
Comments:

-Reviewed RTX movement syntax
-Wrote test program for RTX movement
/ /k k k k k k-kk-k-kk-kk-kit-k kitkkkkkkkkkkkkkk-k-k-kk-k-k-kk-kk-kk'kic-k-kk-kk-kk-kk-k-kk-kk-kk-kkk-kkkkkk-k-kkk-k-k-k-kkkk
k "k k k -k k k

Name(s):

George

Date:
9-21-04
Files Edited:
Files Created:
Comments:

-Printed out ghost sdk programmers manual and reference manual
-Reviewed code of RTX with regard to how the rtx moves, wrote small code routine
to

test the speed of rtx with relation to multiple inputs...(similar to receiving
many

data coordinates from the phantom)
•k *

*

it w

x

x

Name(s):

George, Mike

Date:
9-22-04
Files Edited:
Files Created:
Comments:

-Reviewed George's code to see low response time of RTX.
-Need to find out how to operate wrist motors seperately.
-Discussed Visual API programming.
-Tested movement limits. Our own limits will be necessary, (i.e.: lower boundry
should

be rasied slightly to keep gripper from impacting table surface.)
//kkkkkkkkkkkkkkki<icki<kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkki(kkxkxkkkkkkickkkkickxki(kkkkkkkkickkkkkkkkkxkkit
k k k -k k k k

Name(s):

Steve
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Work log.txt
Date:
9-22-04
Files Edited:
RoboFunc.cxx
Files Created:
None
Comments:

-Changed work log to more detailed format.
-Reviewed code for low response time.
-Tested movements of RTDX.

-Added comments to low response time code, indicating the direction the arm moves
based

on the user input.
-Note: when the waitUntilDoneO function is commented out in RoboFunc.cxx, the arm

moves faster, however commands will likely be skipped.
//* k k -k-k-kkkkkkk-kk-kkk-k k k kkkkkkkkkkkk kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
k k k k k k k

Name(s):
Date:

Mike/Steve

9-27-04

Files Edited:
Files Created:

RoboFunc.cxx,

RoboFunc.h

None

Comments:

-Added code to the RoboFunc files to utilize additional

motors.

-Tested the boundaries for each of the 6 motors (Zed, Should, Elbow, Yaw, Wrist,
Grip).
-Learned how to control pitch and role on the wrist independently.
Errors:

-We are unable to write to the GRIP.

We have looked at Rama's code and compared

it

to ours, yet we cannot find the problem.
//kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
k k k k & k k

Name(s):
Date:
Files

Mike, George, Steve

9-28-04
Edited:

Files Created:

RTXWin32

Comments:

-Solved GRIP problem from 9-27
-Began writing code in visual C++ to display the RTX motor data and receive
real-time

input from the keyboard
//kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
k k k k k k k

Name(s):George
Date:9-29-04
Files Edited: RTXWin32
Files Created:
Comments:

-Added text display for values of arm positions.
-Added clickable button for arm initialization.
-Added RTX libraries and Headers for arm control.

-Created real time loop that is limited to 30 iterations per second to update
arm position.
-Added Keychecker to take input from keyboard to control movement variables.
//kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
k k k k A k k

Name(s):

Mike & Steve
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Work log.txt
Date:

9-30-04

Files Edited: RTXWin32
Files Created:
None
Comments:

-observed and fixed initialization problem - after reinitializing the arm, it
would s t i l l
return to i ts previous state.
-Added code to keep the motor positions within their calculated
-Tested limi ts of the motor positions (except the elbow),
-Adde d comments and coding structure to make it easier to debug

limits,
and interpret.

/ / k k k k k k k k k k k k kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
k k k kkkk

Name(s):
Date:

Mike & Steve

10-4-04

Files Edited: RoboFunc.cxx
Files Created:
None
Comments:

-Adjusted the speed of the RTX motors to force a faster response time.
-ordered FlexiForce pressure sensors from Tekscan (should be here by end of the
week).

-Unsuccessfully added code to reset the serial communciation of the RTX.
-George: please add arm_shutdown into the code. This should be executed when the
user

dialog box if closed.

We're assuming this is in your switch/case

statement in
RTX WIN32.cxx.
//kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
k k k k k k k

Name(s):

Mike and Steve

Date:
10-11-04
Files Edited:
Files created:
Comments:

-Began reviewing code for the PHANTOM
-Blocks is a good reference for setting boundaries on the controller.
-Viscous is a good reference for controlling the speed at which the controller can
move.

-Reviewed circuitry design and parts list for the hardware sensors.
/ / k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k•
-k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k x k k K i < x i < * x i < x x k x i < i < * * x x * x i < x * x x i < x x x x x x x
x

x

x

x

x

•x

«•

Name( s):

Mike and Steve

10-13-04
Fi 1 es Edited:
Fi 1 es Created:

Date:

Comme nts:

-ca librated

and conditioned Flexiforce Sensors,

-co nnected

3-pin female clinch connectors to sensors.
-Bu ilt electric circuit for pressure sensor, capable of providing a voltage level
that
-Te

corresponds to a pressure,
sted the output voltages off of the circuit and correlated them to pressures.

kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
k k k k k k k

Name(s):
Date:
Files

Mike and Steve

10-18-04
Edited:
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Work log.txt

Files Created: ghosttest.c
Comments:

-Discussed and researched cable management for mounting the sensors to the RTX/UMI
robotic arm.

-Tried to create and run a test ("hello world") application [incomplete]
//kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
k

k

x

x

x

x

x

Name(s)

:
Mi ke & Steve
10-20 -04
None
Files E dited :
None
Files c r e a t e d:

Date:

Comment s :

t he Flexiforce sensors to the RTX/UMI robotic arm.
-Rewi red t he sensor to extend to maximum ranges of motions.
-Test ed an d verified the working condition of the sensors,
-Rese arche d possible mounting improvements.
-Moun ted

/ Ik k k k St
k k k k k k kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
k k k k k k k

Name(s): Mike & Steve
Date:
10 -22-04
None
Files Edi ted:
None
Files Cre ated:
Comments:

-Comple ted mounting of sensors to UMI RTX
-Wrote

budget report for Lee Honors College Undergraduate Research Grant Committee

kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
//kkkkkkk
k k k k k k k

Name(s):

Mike & Steve

Date:
10-25-04
Files Edited:
None
Files Created:
None
Comments:

-Began preparing rough draft of project paper
-Created sensor schematic for paper
//kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
k

x

x

x

k

x

x

Name(s):
Date:
Files

Mike & Steve

10-27-04
Edited: None

Files Created:

None

Comments:

-Finished rough draft of project paper
//kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
k k k k k k k

Name(s):
Date:
Files

Mike & Steve

11-1-04
Edited:
None

Files Created:

Phantom_Test

Comments:

-Hooked up permanent pressure indicator to the sensor
-Coded and tested the code for the PHANTOM

-Made revisions to the project draft
//kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
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*

*

*

k

w w *

Name(s):
Date:

Mike & George

11-2-04

Files Edited:
Files Created:

Phantom_Test
None

Comments:

-Edited code to Phantom_Test to read coordinates of the phantom position
-Restriced range of motion for the phantom
//kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
kkkkkkk

Name(s):

Mike & Steve

Date:
11-3-04
Files Edited:
None
Files Created:
None
Comments:

-Finished the rough draft of the project report
//kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
kkkkkkk

Name(s):

Mike & Steve

Date:
11-8-04
Files Edited: None
Files Created:
None
Comments:

-Drafted the letter of tranmittal, cover page, table of contents, and executive
summary for
the final draft of the project report.

-Began editing the rough draft of the project report for the final copy.
//kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
kkkkkkk

Name(s):
Date:

George & Mike & Steve

11-9-04

Files Edited: None
Files created:
None
Comments:

- We found out that the libraries for the phantom do not interact well with the
libraries for

the RTX so we now have to find a way to get the two to communicate as seperate
programs.

- In the PhantomRTX project was able to get the phantom to write a value to a file
repeatedly
that was related to its position. The next step is to get the RTXWIN32 Project
to

read i n

the data from this file and convert it from ascii to integer then move the motor
to that

integer position.
//kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
k k k k k k k

Name(s):
Date:

George

11-9-04

Files Edited: RTX WIN32, PhantomRTX
Files Created:
c:\coords.txt
Comments:

-I edited these two projects and finally found a way to make the Phantom project
Page 5

Work log.txt
write

out its position data to a file in a clean manner. The phantomRTX project must be
started

First. Then the RTXWin32 project can be started and I finally found a way to make
it read

from that file, actually wasn't too difficult, (c:\coords.txt)
It reads in the position data for the ZED,Shoulder, and Pitch, converts it to
an integer then tells the robot to go to that position. Works fairly well. Needs
much

more documentation though :)
//kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
* * w * * *

x

Name(s):

Mike & Steve

Date:
11-10-04
Files Edited: None
Files Created:
None
Comments:

-Worked on revising the final project paper.
-Added sections on deviations from purposal, conclusions, findings, etc.
//kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
x

k

x

x

x

x

-x

Name(s):
Date:

Mike & George

11-16-04

Files Edited:
Files Created:

PhantomRTX,

RTX WIN32

None

Comments:

-Added code to translate the button position on the Phantom to the gripper on the
RTX
//kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Name(s):

Mike & Steve

Date:
11-19-04
Files Edited: None
Files Created:
None
Comments:

-Finished revising final project paper!!!
-Printed all necessary components for the paper
/ /kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k x k k k k k k k k k k k k k x x x x x x k k k k x k k k k k k k k k k
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k
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Appendix C
Project Budget Summary

Date:

November 30, 2004

To:

Lee Honors College Undergraduate Research Grant Committee

From:

Michael Fewless and Steve Waldron, ECE students

Subject:

Project Budget Report

Cost

Item

Tekscan FlexiForce pressure sensors

$120

Solderless breadboard

$35
$20

Misc. electrical components (resistors, opamp, wire, wire clips)
Total

$175

Appendix D

Introduction to Programming 3D Touch with the GHOST SDK

Introduction to Programming
3D Touch with the GHOST SDK

SensAbie
mamma

Topics
• Hello GHOST

• Building a Simple Scene
• Grouping and Transforming Objects
• Adding graphics with GhostGL
• Haptics and Graphics Threads

SensAhle
IHIIMIHICT

This course aims to give a basic overview of what is involved in writing
GHOST SDK programs. We will begin with a simple example - Hello
GHOST - that shows the steps required in any GHOST program. We
will then" build a more complicated scene in the robot example that will
introduce the basic building blocks of a scene graph in GHOST SDK.
We will then extend this example with OpenGL graphics using the
GhostGL library. Along the way, we'll also give an overview of how
the haptic and graphic processes cooperate in a haptically enabled
application framework.

Hello GHOST
A Simple Program That Renders a Sphere:
•

Create a scene object
gstScene myScene;

gstSeparator *rootSep = new gstSeparator();
myScene.setRoot(rootSep);

•

Add a PHANTOM node to the scene
gstPHANToM *myPhantom = new gstPHANToM("Default PHANToM"

if (imyPhantom || !myPhantom->getValidConstruction())
exit(-1);

rootSep->addChild(myPhantom);

•

Add geometry to the scene
gstSphere *mySphere = new gstSphere();
mySphere->setRadius(50);

rootSep->addChild(mySphere);

•

Start the simulation
myScene.startServoLoop();

SwisAble
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We'll start out with a very simple program that haptically renders a
sphere centered at the origin. The steps above show all that is necessaiy
to render a simple object with the GHOST SDK.

First we create a scene object. The scene is a just container for all of
the objects in our simulation. We create a root node for our scene graph
and it to the scene.

In order to be able to feel the scene we need to add a gstPHANToM
node. It is important to call getValidConstruction() - this will return
false if the GHOST SDK is unable to communicate with the device.

Next we add geometiy nodes to the scene. In this example we create a
gstSphere and add it to the scene.
Finally we call startServoLoopQ to begin the haptic simulation

Hello GHOST

Builds the following scene graph
igstSeparator
[gstPHANToM

\gstSphere

SensAble
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The GHOST SDK uses a scene graph to represent all of the geometry and
interaction devices in the haptic simulation. Here we see the three
nodes that make up the scene graph for Hello GHOST. The sphere and
the PHANTOM are both represented by nodes in the scene graph. The
root simply serves to group the other two together.
The GHQST SDK calculates any collisions between geometiy nodes in
the scene and PHANTOM nodes in the scene, calculates the appropriate
reaction forces and sends them to the PHANTOM device(s).

Hello GHOST
• Source code
• link with

• on Windows NT: ghost.lib
• on Irix: -Ighost*
• versioned libraries
• new to Ghost v3.0
*may append _o32, _n32mips3, _n32mips4 or -_64 to GHOST and supporting libraries under Irix depending on binary type chosen in
compiler.

SensAble
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// =
//

Filename

//

Written by

//

Contains

HelloGhost.cpp
Brandon

Itkowitz

Example GHOST Application

//

// This program demonstrates how to create a GHOST scene graph, add a primitive
// to

it and then feel the scene.

//

// Send your questions, comments or bugs to:
support@sensable.com
//
//
http://www.sensable.com
//

// Copyright

(c)

1996-1999 SensAble Technologies,

Inc. All rights reserved.

//=============================================================================

#include <gstScene.h>
#include <gstPHANToM.h>
#include <gstSphere.h>
#include <iostream.h>
void main()

{
// Create a GHOST scene object.
gstScene myScene;

// create the root separator and set it as the root of the scene graph
gstSeparator *rootSep = new gstSeparator0 ;
myScene.setRoot(rootSep);

// prompt the user to place the PHANToM in the reset position
cout << "Place the PHANToM in its reset position and press <ENTER>." << endl
cin.get();
// create a PHANToM instance and check to make sure it is valid

gstPHANToM *myPhantom = new gstPHANToM("Default PHANToM");

if (ImyPhantom j !myPhantom->getValidConstruction()) {
cerr << "Unable to initialize PHANToM device."
exit (-1) ;

}•
// add the PHANToM object to the scene
rootSep->addChild(myPhantom);•
// Create a sphere node and add it to the scene
gstSphere *mySphere = new gstSphere();
mySphere->setRadius(50);
rootSep->addChild(mySphere);

// start the haptic simulation
nrfyScene .startServoLoop () ;
cout << "Press <ENTER> to quit"
cin.get();
// stop the haptic simulation
myScene.stopServoLoop();

<< endl;

<<

endl;

A More Complicated Scene
• Building a robot

Left

Elbow

:Jm

SensAble
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Next we will build a more complicated scene: the upper body of#a robot.
We will make use of both the gstSphere and gstCyUnder primitive
shapes, the grouping capability of gstSepaiator nodes and the ability to
transform (rotate, scale and translate) all of these nodes.
We follow the same basic steps as we did in our simple example:
• Create a scene object
• Add a PHANToM node to the scene

• Add geometiy to the scene
• Start the simulation

The only difference is that instead of adding a single sphere to the
scene, we will create a more complicated scene by grouping gstSphere
and gstCylinder primitives together. This is done in the function
createRobotGeometry().

A More Complicated Scene
Shapes and separators can be transformed
rightElbow->setTranslate (30.0,0.0,0.0);

—?•. «k

rightElbow->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0),degToRad(-4 5.0));

» Use separators to group together nodes

RightShoulder

rightShoulder->addChiId(rightShoulderCyUnder);
rightShoulder->addChild(rightElbow);

, rightElbow->addChild(rightElbowCylinder);

* Transformations accumulate up the graph
Transform of rightElbow is
combination of transforms

rightShoulder, Torso and Body
SensAble
immmm

In creating the robot geometiy, we take advantage of the fact that
gstShape and gstSeparator nodes can be rotated, scaled and translated
relative to their parents in the scene graph. For example, the
rightShoulder is at (25, 50, 0) and its child the rightElbow is translated
(30,0,0) so the right elbow will be at (55, 50, 0) in world coordinates.
Note that total or cumulative transformation of a node is the aggregate
of all of the transformations of its antecedents in the scene graph. To
calculate the position of the rightElbow in world coordinates you must
combine its transformation with the transformations of rightShoulder,
Torso and Body in that order.
The advantage of grouping nodes together using separators is that it is
easy to move whole parts of the scene graph together. For example, the
entire right arm can be moved simply by transforming the rightShoulder
separator.

A More Complicated Scene
igstSeparator

\gstCyUnder
\gstSphere

S(15,15,15)

SensAble
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Here is the complete scene graph for the robot example with the
tiansformations marked.

A More Complicated Scene
• Source code
• link with

• on Windows NT: ghost.lib
• on Irix: -Ighost*

"may append _o32, _n32mips3, _n32mips4 or -_64 to GHOST and supporting libraries under I ix depending on binary type chosen in
compiler.

SensAble
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//=

//

Filename

//

Written by

//

Contains

Robot.cpp
Brandon

Itkowitz

Example Ghost Application w/ Transforms

//

// This program haptically renders the upper body of a robot.
// The robot is built using gstShape primitives and gstSeparator nodes.
//

// Send your questions, comments or bugs to:
//
support@sensable.com
//
http://www.sensable.com
//

// Copyright (c)
//.

1996-1999 SensAble Technologies,

Inc. All rights reserved.

#include <gstScene.h>
#include <gstPHANToM.h>
#include <gstCylinder.h>

#include <gstSphere.h>
#include <gstSeparator.h>
#include <iostream.h>

inline double degToRad(double degrees)

{
return (degrees * (M_PI / 180.0)),

}
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//=========================================================================
// Function : createRobotGeometry
//

// Generates a collection of Ghost primitives that are constructed to form
// a robot. The body separator gets returned.
//=========================================================================

gstSeparator *createRobotGeometry()

{
// Create body for robot
gstSeparator *body = new gstSeparator;
// Head

gstSeparator *head = new gstSeparator;
head->setTranslate(0 .0,70.0,0.0) ;

body->addChild(head);
gstSphere *headSphere = new gstSphere;
headSphere->setRadius(15.0) ;
head->addChild(headsphere) ;
// Torso
gstSeparator *torso = new gstSeparator;
torso->setTranslate(0.0,25.0,0.0) ;

body->addChild(torso);

gstCylinder *torsoCylinder = new gstCylinder;
torsoCylinder->setRadius(25.0)
torsoCylinder->setHeight(50.0)
torso->addChild(torsoCylinder)
// Right Shoulder
gstSeparator *rightShoulder = new gstSeparator;
rightShoulder->setTranslate(25.0,25.0,0.0);
torso->addChild(rightShoulder);
gstCylinder *rightShoulderCylinder = new gstCylinder;
rightShoulderCylinder->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0),degToRad(90.0
rightShoulderCylinder->setTranslate (15.0,0.0,0.0) ;
rightShoulderCylinder->setHeight(30.0);
rightShoulderCylinder->setRadius(6.0);
•
rightShoulder->addChild(rightShoulderCylinder);
// Right Elbow
gstSeparator *rightElbow = new gstSeparator;
rightElbow->setTranslate (30.0,0.0,0.0) ;
rightElbow->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0),degToRad(-45.0));
rightShoulder->addChild(rightElbow) ;
gstCylinder *rightElbowCylinder = new gstCylinder;
rightElbowCylinder->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0),degToRad(90.0));
rightElbowCylinder->setTranslate (15.0,0.0,0.0) ;
rightElbowCylinder->setHeight(30.0);
rightElbowCylinder->setRadius(6.0);
rightElbow->addChild(rightElbowCylinder);

//

// Left Shoulder
gstSeparator *leftShoulder = new gstSeparator;
torso->addChild(leftShoulder);
leftShoulder->setTranslate(-25.0,25.0,0.0) ;

gstCylinder *leftShoulderCylinder = new gstCylinder;
leftShoulder->addChild(leftShoulderCylinder) ;
leftShoulderCylinder->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0),degToRad(90.0));
leftShoulderCylinder->setTranslate(-15.0,0.0,0.0);
leftShoulderCylinder->setHeight (30.0);
leftShoulderCylinder->setRadius (6.0);
// Left Elbow

gstSeparator *leftElbow = new gstSeparator;
leftShoulder->addChild(leftElbow);
leftElbow->setTranslate (-30.0,0.0,0.0) ;

leftElbow->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0),degToRad(4 5.0));

i

gstCylinder *leftElbowCylinder = new gstCylinder;
leftElbow->addChild(leftElbowCylinder);

leftElbowCylinder->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0),degToRad(-90.0));
leftElbowCylinder->setTranslate(-15.0,0.0,0.0);
leftElbowCylinder->setHeight(30.0);
leftElbowCylinder->setRadius(6.0);
c
return body;
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void main()

{
// Create a GHOST scene object,
gstScene myScene;

// Create root separator of scene graph for robot
gstSeparator *rootSep = new gstSeparator;
myScene.setRoot(rootSep);

// prompt the user to place the PHANToM in the reset position
cout << "Place the PHANToM in its reset position and press <ENTER>." << endl,
cin.get();
// Add PHANTOM node to scene

gstPHANToM *myPhantom = new gstPHANToM("Default PHANToM");

if (ItnyPhantom |
cerr <<

!myPhantom->getValidConstruction () ) {

"Unable to initialize PHANToM device."

<<

endl;

exit (-1) ;

}
// add the PHANToM object to the scene

rootSep->addChild(myPhantom);
// Add geometry to scene

gstSeparator *robotSep = createRobotGeometry();
rootSep->addChild(robotSep);
// start the haptic simulation
myScene.startServoLoop();
cout << "Press <ENTER> to quit"
cin.get () ;

<< endl;

// stop the haptic simulation
myScene.stopServoLoop () ;
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Basic Scene Building Blocks
• Shapes
• sphere, cylinder, cone, cube, torus,
triPolyMesh
• Devices
• PHANToM

• Separators

SensAble
imniHim

The previous examples showed the basic building blocks of a GHOST
scene.

Shape nodes represent solids that can be felt with the PHANToM
device. GHOST SDK has shape nodes representing spheres, cubes,
cylinders, cones and torii as well as the triPolyMesh class that lets the
user create their own solid or surface from a set of triangles that they
define.

Device nodes represent user controlled I/O devices. Currently, the
GHOST SDK supports only the PHANToM device.
Separator nodes are used to group and separate shape and device nodes.
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GHOST Class Overview
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This diagram shows the complete class hierarchy for GHOST SDK.
Here we can see that gstShape, gstSeparator and gstPHANToM all
inherit from both gstNode and gstTransform. gstNode provides some
basic capabilities common to any node in the scene graph such as node
naming. gstTransform provides the capability to rotate, scale and
translate transforms, which are composed in RST order.
GHOST SDK provides a number of other classes in addition to the
shape, device and separator classes:

Dynamic object classes which represent objects that move in response
to interaction with the PHANToM.

Force fields which represent force interactions in a local area

Effects which are like force fields but operate globally.
Manipulators which allow the PHANToM to interactively affect other
nodes in the scene.
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Adding Graphics
• Using GhostGL with GLUT
• Create an instance of ghostGLUTManager
ghostGLUTManager *glutManager =
ghostGLUTManager::Createlnstance (argc,

argv,

"Robot GhostGL'

• Load scene into ghostGLUTManager
glutManager->loadScene(kmyScene);

• Start GhostGL main loop
glutManager->startMainloop(]

SensAble
immmm

Now we will add graphics to the robot example using the GhostGL libraiy and
the freely available GLUT toolkit. GhostGL is a libraiy that renders the
GHOST scene using OpenGL. The libraiy and full source code is provided
with GHOST SDK v3.0. GLUT provides a simple platform independent way
of creating a window that will accept OpenGL commands. GhostGL can also
be used independently of GLUT. The GHOST SDK comes with a Windows
MFC framework or an X Windows / Motif framework that both work veiy
well with GhostGL.

Adding GhostGL to the robot example is accomplished with the above three
lines of code. First we create an instance of a ghostGLUTManager. This
class is the glue between the GLUT window and GhostGL. We pass the
command line arguments from our program and the window title into the
ghostGLUTManager which will pass them directly onto GLUT. Second, we
pass our GHOST scene to GhostGL, so it can traverse it and create OpenGL
display list entries for eveiy node in the scene. Finally we start the
ghostGLUTManager main loop which will create an OpenGL window and
begin rendering into it.
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Adding Graphics
RobotGhostGL source code
• link with

• on Windows NT: ghost.lib, ghostGLUTManager.lib,
opengl32.lib, glu32.lib, glut32.lib
• on Irix: -IghostGLUTManager* -Ighost* -Iglut*
-IGLw -IGL -IGLU -IXmu -IXm -IXt -1X11 -Im

*may append _o32, _n32mips3, _n32mips4 or -_64 to GHOST and supporting libraries under Irix depending on binary type chosen in
compiler.

SensAble
flanmam

//=
//

Filename

//

Written by

//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//=

Contains

RobotGhostGL.cpp
Brandon

Itkowitz

Example GhostGL Application w/ Transforms

This program haptically and graphically renders the upper body of a robot
The robot is built using gstShape primitives and gstSeparator nodes..
The graphics are managed by GLUT and GhostGL.

Send your questions, comments or bugs to:
support@sensable.com
http://www.sensable.com
Copyright

#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

(c)

1996-1999 SensAble Technologies,

Inc. All rights reserved.

<gstScene.h>
<gstPHANToM.h>
<gstCylinder.h>
<gstsphere.h>
<gstSeparator.h>

#include <iostream.h>

#include <ghostGLUTManager.h>

inline double degToRad(double degrees!

{
return (degrees * (M_PI / 180.0))
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//=========================================================================

// Function : createRobotGeometry
//

// Generates a collection of Ghost primitives that are constructed to form
// a robot. The body separator gets returned.
//=========================================================================

gstSeparator *createRobotGeometry()

r

// create body for robot
gstSeparator *body = new gstSeparator;
// Head
gstSeparator *head = new gstSeparator;
head->setTranslate(0.0,70.0,0 .0) ;
body->addChild(head);
gstSphere *headSphere = new gstSphere;
headSphere->setRadius(15.0);
head->addChild(headSphere);
// Torso
gstSeparator *torso = new gstSeparator;
torso->setTranslate(0.0,25.0,0.0) ;

body->addChild(torso);

gstCylinder *torsoCylinder • new gstCylinder;
torsoCylinder->setRadius(25.0)
torsoCylinder->setHeight(50.0)
torso->addChild(torsoCylinder)
// Right Shoulder
gstSeparator *rightShoulder = new gstSeparator;
rightShoulder->setTranslate(25.0,25.0,0.0);
torso->addChild(rightShoulder) ;

gstCylinder *rightShoulderCylinder = new gstCylinder;

rightShoulderCylinder->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0),degToRad(90.0]
rightShoulderCylinder->setTranslate(15.0 ,0.0,0.0) ;
rightShoulderCylinder->setHeight(30.0);
rightShoulderCylinder->setRadius(6.0);
rightShoulder->addChild(rightShoulderCylinder);
// Right Elbow
gstSeparator *rightElbow = new gstSeparator;
rightElbow->setTranslate (30.0,0.0,0.0) ;

rightElbow->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0),degToRad(-45.0));
rightShoulder->addChild(rightElbow);

gstCylinder *rightElbowCylinder = new gstCylinder;
rightElbowCylinder->setRotate(gstVector(0.0, 0.0,1.0),degToRad(90.0) )?
rightElbowCylinder->setTranslate(15.0 ,0 .0 ,0 .0) ;
rightElbowCylinder->setHeight(3 0.0);
rightElbowCylinder->setRadius(6.0);
rightElbow->addChild(rightElbowCylinder);
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// Left Shoulder
gstSeparator *leftShoulder = new gstSeparator;
torso->addChild(leftShoulder) ;
leftShoulder->setTranslate(-25.0, 25.0, 0.0) ;

gstCylinder *leftShoulderCylinder • new gstCylinder;
leftShoulder->addChild(leftShoulderCylinder);
leftShoulderCylinder->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0),degToRad(90.0)
leftShoulderCylinder->setTranslate (-15 .0,0.0,0 .0) ;
leftShoulderCylinder->setHeight(30.0);
leftShoulderCylinder->setRadius(6.0);
// Left Elbow

gstSeparator *leftElbow = new gstSeparator;
leftShoulder->addChild(leftElbow);
leftElbow->setTranslate(-30.0,0.0,0.0) ;

leftElbow->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0),degToRad(45.0));
gstCylinder *leftElbowCylinder = new gstCylinder;
leftElbow->addChild(leftElbowCylinder);
leftElbowCylinder->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0),degToRad(-90.0));
leftElbowCylinder->setTranslate (-15.0,0.0,0.0) ;
leftElbowCylinder->setHeight(30.0);
leftElbowCylinder->setRadius(6.0);
return body;
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void main(int argc,

char *argv[])

{ •
// create*a GHOST scene object
gstScene myScene;

// create the root separator and set it as the root of the scene graph
gstSeparator *rootSep = new gstSeparator0 ;
myScene.setRoot(rootSep);

// prompt the user to place the PHANToM in the reset position
cout << "Place the PHANToM in its reset position and press <ENTER>." << endl;
cin.get();
// create a PHANToM instance and check to make sure it is valid
gstPHANToM *myPhantom = new gstPHANToM("Default PHANToM");

if (ImyPhantom |

!myPhantom->getValidConstruction()) {

cerr << "Unable to initialize PHANToM device."
exit(-1);

<< endl;

}
// add the PHANToM object to the scene
rootSep->addChild(myPhantom);

// add robot geometry to scene
gstSeparator *robotSep = createRobotGeometry();
rootSep->addChild(robotSep);
// start the haptic simulation
myScene.startServoLoop();

// create an instance of the GLUT OpenGL Manager
ghostGLUTManager *glutManager = ghostGLUTManager::Createlnstance(argc,

argv,

"Robot GhostGL");

// load the scene graph into the ghostGLUTManager instance
glutManager- >loadScene (kmyScene) ;

// start the display of graphics
glutManager->startMainloop();
// stop the haptic simulation
myScene.stopServoLoop();
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GHOST Threading Model
GHOST

GhostGL

Servo

Graphics

Thread

Thread

(lKhz)

(30hz)

CO
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In our example program, the haptics rendering and the graphics
rendering are running in two different threads. Both threads access the
GHOST scene graph via shared memory (same address space).
The haptics thread, or servo loop, runs as a real-time process at a
frequency of 1Khz. In this thread, GHOST SDK updates the position
and orientation of all of the PHANToM nodes in the scene graph by
queiying the associated devices. In addition, it traverses the scene graph
and calculates collisions between PHANToM nodes and geometry. The
resultant collision forces are fed back to the respective PHANToM
devices.

The graphics process runs as a lower priority process at approximately
30hz. In this thread, GhostGL traverses the scene and graphically
renders each of the geometiy and PHANToM nodes using OpenGL.
The application loop can also respond to gstEvents triggered by
PHANToM interaction with the scene, receive graphics updates about
nodes in the scene that have changed, and respond to user interface
events.
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Spicing up the Graphics
• GhostGL adds display settings to each node
gfxDisplaySettings *displaySettings =

glutManager->getDisplaySettings((gstTransform *)
headSphere);

• Can set pre and post display lists for each node
displaySettings->preDisplayList = glGenLists(1);

glNewList(displaySettings->preDisplayList, GL_COMPILE);
glPushAttrib(GL_LIGHTING_BIT);
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_AMBIENT_AND_DIFFUSE, headColor)
glEndList();
displaySettings->postDisplayList = glGenLists(1) ;

glNewList(displaySettings->postDisplayList,

GLCOMPILE);

glPopAttrib();

glEndList();

SensAble
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In the previous example, the entire robot was drawn in gray. GhostGL does
however provide a mechanism for changing the rendering properties of nodes
in the scene. When loadScene is called, GhostGL creates a gfxDisplaySettings
object for each node in the scene. This object contains OpenGL display lists
that are executed before, during and after the geometiy is drawn. By
customizing these display lists you can set material properties such as colors
and textures, as well as change the graphics geometiy to be different from the
haptics geometiy.

In this example, we set the pre and post display lists for the robot's gstSphere
head node so that it is drawn in red. The pre display list is called before the
sphere is drawn, which saves off the current color and sets the new color to red.
The post display list is called after the sphere is drawn to restore the color
saved off in the pre display list. If this color was not restored, the entire robot
would be drawn in red.

Note: in order to easily acquire a pointer to the headSphere node, we added the
following line to createRobotGeometiy:
headSphere->setName("headsphere");

This allows us to retrieve that node by name later on in setHeadColorQ.
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Spicing up the Graphics
RobotColor source code
• link with

• on Windows NT: ghost.lib, ghostGLUTManager.lib,
opengl32.lib, glu32.lib, glut32.lib

• on Irix: -IghostGLUTManager* -Ighost* -Iglut*
-IGLw -IGL -IGLU -IXmu -IXm -IXt -1X11 -Im

"may append _o32,
compiler.

n32mips3, n32mips4 or - 64 to GHOST and supporting libraries under Irix depending on binary type chosen in

SensAble
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//=

//
//
//

Filename

Written by
Contains

RobotColor.cpp
Brandon

Itkowitz

Example GhostGL Application w/ Transforms & Color

//
// This program haptically and graphically renders the upper body of a robot.
// The robot is built using gstShape primitives and gstSeparator nodes.
// The graphics are managed by GLUT and GhostGL.
// Additionally,

this example shows how to modify OpenGL rendering properties

//

// Send your questions, comments or bugs to:
support@sensable.com
//
http://www.sensable.com
//
//
// Copyright

(c) 1996-1999 SensAble Technologies,

Inc. All

rights reserved.

//=

#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<gstScene.h>
<gstPHANToM.h>
<gstCylinder.h>
<gstSphere.h>
<gstSeparator.h>

#include <iostream.h>

#include <ghostGLUTManager.h>

inline double degToRad(double degrees]

{
return

(degrees *

(M PI /

180.0))
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// Function : createRobotGeometry
//

// Generates a collection of Ghost primitives that are constructed to form
// a robot. The body separator gets returned.
//=========================================================================

gstSeparator'*createRobotGeometry()

{
// create body for robot
gstSeparator *body = new gstSeparator;

•

// Head
gstSeparator *head = new gstSeparator;
head->setTranslate(0.0,70.0,0.0) ;
body->addChild(head);

gstSphere *headSphere = new gstSphere;
headSphere->setRadius(15.0);
headSphere->setName(gstNodeName("headsphere"));
head->addChild(headSphere);
// Torso
gstSeparator *torso = new gstSeparator;
torso->setTranslate(0.0,25.0,0.0) ;

body->addChild(torso);

gstCylinder *torsoCylinder • new gstCylinder;
torsoCylinder->setRadius(25.0)
torsoCylinder->setHeight(50.0)
torso->addChild(torsoCylinder)
// Right Shoulder
gstSeparator *rightShoulder = new gstSeparator;
rightShoulder->setTranslate(25.0,25 .0,0 .0) ;
torso->addChild(rightShoulder);

gstCylinder *rightShoulderCylinder = new gstCylinder;
rightShoulderCylinder->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0),degToRad(90.0))
rightShoulderCylinder->setTranslate(15.0 ,0.0 ,0.0) ;
rightShoulderCylinder->setHeight (30.0) ;
rightShoulderCylinder->setRadius(6.0);
rightShoulder->addChild(rightShoulderCylinder);
// Right Elbow
gstSeparator *rightElbow = new gstSeparator;
rightElbow->setTranslate (30.0,0.0,0.0) ;

rightElbow->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0),degToRad(-45.0));
rightShoulder->addChild(rightElbow);
gstCylinder *rightElbowCylinder = new gstCylinder;
rightElbowCylinder->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0),degToRad(90.0));
rightElbowCylinder->setTranslate(15.0,0.0,0.0);
rightElbowCylinder->setHeight(30.0);
rightElbowCylinder->setRadius(6.0);
rightElbow->addChild(rightElbowCylinder);
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// Left Shoulder
gstSeparator *leftShoulder = new gstSeparator;
torso->addChild(leftShoulder) ;
leftShoulder->setTranslate(-25.0,25.0, 0 .0) ;

gstCylinder *leftShoulderCylinder = new gstCylinder;
leftShoulder->addChild(leftShoulderCylinder);
leftShoulderCylinder->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0),degToRad(90.01
leftShoulderCylinder->setTranslate (-15.0,0.0,0 .0) ;
leftShoulderCylinder->setHeight (30.0) ;
leftShoulderCylinder->setRadius (6.0);
// Left Elbow
gstSeparator *leftElbow = new gstSeparator;
leftShoulder->addChild(leftElbow);
leftElbow->setTranslate(-30.0,0.0,0.0);

leftElbow->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.9) , degToRad(45. 0) );
gstCylinder *leftElbowCylinder = new gstCylinder;
leftElbow->addChild(leftElbowCylinder);
leftElbowCylinder->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0),degToRad(-90.0)) ,
leftElbowCylinder->setTranslate (-15.0,0.0,0.0) ;
leftElbowCylinder->setHeight(30.0);
leftElbowCylinder->setRadius(6.0);
return body;

//======================================================================
// Function : setHeadColor

//

// Uses GhostGL pre and post display lists to set the color of the head
void setHeadColor(gstScene *scene, ghostGLUTManager *glutManager)

{
// Find headSphere node in scene by name
gstNode *headSphere = scene->getRoot()->getByName("headsphere");
// Get ghostGLManager display settings for the node
gfxDisplaySettings *displaySettings =
glutManager->getDisplaySettings((gstTransform *) headSphere)

GLfloat headColor[] = {l.Of, O.Of, O.Of, l.Of};
// Pre display list is called before head is drawn
//

it saves current color and sets color to be red

displaySettings->preDisplayList = glGenLists(1);

glNewList(displaySettings->preDisplayList, GL_COMPILE);
glPushAttrib(GL_LIGHTING_BIT);
glMaterialfv(GL_FRONT, GL_AMBIENT_AND_DIFFUSE, headColor);
glEndList();

// Post display is called after head is drawn
//

it

restores the saved color.

displaySettings->postDisplayList = glGenLists(1);

glNewList(displaySettings->postDisplayList, GL_COMPILE);
glPopAttribO ;
glEndList();
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void main(int argc,

char *argv[])

{ .
// create a GHOST scene object
gstScene myScene;

// create the root separator and set it as the root of the scene graph
gstSeparator *rootSep = new gstSeparator()•
myScene.setRoot(rootSep);

// prompt the user to place the PHANToM in the reset position
cout << "Place the PHANToM in its reset position and press <ENTER>." << endl;
cin.get();
// create a PHANToM instance and check to make sure it

is valid

gstPHANToM *myPhantom = new gstPHANToM("Default PHANToM");

if (ImyPhantom |

!myPhantom->getValidConstruction()) {

cerr << "Unable to initialize PHANToM device."
exit(Jl);

<< endl;

}
// add the PHANToM object to the scene
rootSep->addChild(myPhantom);
' II add robot geometry to scene
gstSeparator *robotSep = createRobotGeometry0;
rootSep->addChild(robotSep);
// start the haptic simulation
myScene.startServoLoop() ;

// create an instance of the GLUT OpenGL Manager
ghostGLUTManager *glutManager - ghostGLUTManager::Createlnstance(argc, argv,
"RobotColor");

// load the scene graph into the ghostGLUTManager instance
glutManager->loadScene (&myScene) ;

// Change the color of the head
setHeadColor(kmyScene, glutManager);

// start the display of graphics
glutManager->startMainloop();

// stop the haptic simulation
myScene.stopServoLoop();
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Adding a workspace
GHOST now provides standard workspace
API for determining approximate bounds
for a particular PHANToM device
GhostGL knows how to sync camera with
workspace to provide optimal viewing
• camera to workspace syncing (default)
• workspace to camera syncing

• workspace to window syncing (default)
nnnnnm

GHOST now provides a standard facility for querying the usable
workspace dimensions from a gstPHANToM instance. This
workspace represents a rectangular volume in physical space where
every point is touchable by the PHANToM. By treating this
workspace as a confinement on the PHANToM, you can
theoretically place this workspace anywhere in your geometry
space and feel whatever lies within it.
GhostGL knows about the GHOST workspace boundary and can
use it for determining viewing parameters. The
ghostGLSyncCamera offers a few modes of operation:
1) syncing the camera to the workspace guarantees that you can see
whatever is presently within the workspace
2) syncing the workspace to the camera guarantees that you can feel
whatever the camera is looking at (z depth is still an issue however)
3) syncing the workspace to the window will maximally adjust the
workspace dimensions to fit the aspect ratio of the window.

Modes 1 & 2 are mutually exclusive, but mode 3 can be toggled on
or off. It is enabled by default.
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Adding a workspace
• RobotWorkspace source code
• link with

• on Windows NT: ghost.lib, ghostGLUTManager.lib,
opengl32.lib, glu32.lib, glut32.lib
• on Irix: -IghostGLUTManager* -Ighost* -Iglut*
-IGLw -IGL -IGLU -IXmu -IXm -IXt -1X11 -Im

*may append _o32, n32mips3, _n32mips4 or -_64 to GHOSTand supporting libraries under Irix depending on binary type chosen in
compiler.

SensAble
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//=
//

Filename

//

Written by

//

Contains

RobotWorkspace.cpp
Brandon

Itkowitz

Example GhostGL Application w/ Transforms & Workspace

//

// This program haptically and graphically renders the upper body of a robot
// The robot is built using gstShape primitives and gstSeparator nodes.
// The graphics are

managed by GLUT and GhostGL.

// This example additionally demonstrates the use of a workspace and a
// ghostGLSyncCamera to provide a bounded work environment
//
// Send your questions, comments or bugs to:
support@sensable.com
//
//

http://www.sensable.com

//
//

Copyright (c) 1996-1999 SensAble Technologies,

Inc. All rights reserved.

//.
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<gstScene.h>
<gstPHANToM.h>
<gstCylinder.h>
<gstsphere.h>
<gstSeparator.h>
<gstBoundaryCube.h>
<ipstream.h>

#include <ghostGLUTManager.h>
#include <ghostGLSyncCamera.h>

2S

inline double degToRad(double degrees)

{
return (degrees * (M_PI / 180.0));

}
//=========================================================================

// Function : createRobotGeometry
//

// Generates a collection of Ghost primitives that are constructed to form
// a robot. The body separator gets returned.
//=========================================================================

gstSeparator *createRobotGeometry()

{
// create body for robot
gstSeparator *body = new gstSeparator;
// Head
gstSeparator *head = new gstSeparator;
head->setTranslate(0.0,70.0,0.0) ;

body->addChild(head) ;
gstSphere *headSphere = new gstSphere;

headSphere->setRadius(15.0) ;
head->addChild(headSphere);

.

// Torso
gstSeparator *torso = new gstSeparator;
torso->setTranslate(0.0,25.0,0.0);

body->addChild(torso);
gstCylinder *torsoCylinder = new gstCylinder;
torsoCylinder->setRadius(25.0)
torsoCylinder->setHeight(50.0)
torso->addChild(torsoCylinder)
// Right Shoulder
gstSeparator *rightShoulder = new gstSeparator;
rightShoulder->setTranslate(25.0,25.0,0.0) ;
torso->addChild(rightShoulder);
gstCylinder *rightShoulderCylinder = new gstCylinder;
rightShoulderCylinder->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0),degToRad(90.0))
rightShoulderCylinder->setTranslate(15 .0 ,0 .0 ,0 .0) ;
rightShoulderCylinder->setHeight(30.0);
rightShoulderCylinder->setRadius(6.0);
rightShoulder->addChild(rightShoulderCylinder);

// Right Elbow
gstSeparator *rightElbow = new gstSeparator;
rightElbow->setTranslate(30.0,0.0,0.0);
rightElbow->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0),degToRad(-45.0));
rightShoulder->addChild(rightElbow);

•
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gstCylinder *rightElbowCylinder = new gstCylinder;
rightElbowCylinder->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0),degToRad(90.0))
rightElbowCylinder->setTranslate(15.0,0.0,0.0);
rightElbowCylinder->setHeight(30.0);
rightElbowCylinder->setRadius(6.0);
rightElbow->addChild(rightElbowCylinder);
// Left Shoulder

gstSeparator *leftShoulder = new gstSeparator;
torso->addChild(leftShoulder);
leftShoulder->setTranslate(-25.0,25.0,0.0) ;

gstCylinder *leftShoulderCylinder = new gstCylinder;
leftShoulder->addChild(leftShoulderCylinder);
leftShoulderCylinder->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0),degToRad(90.0 ]
leftShoulderCylinder->setTranslate(-15.0,0.0,0.0);
leftShoulderCylinder->setHeight (30.0) ;
leftShoulderCylinder->setRadius (6.0) ;
// Left Elbow
gstSeparator *leftElbow * new gstSeparator;
leftShoulder->addChild(leftElbow);
leftElbow->setTranslate(-30 .0,0.0,0.0) ;
leftElbow->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0),degToRad(45.0));

gstCylinder *leftElbowCylinder = new gstCylinder;
leftElbow->addChild(leftElbowCylinder);
leftElbpwCylinder->setRotate(gstVector(0.0,0.0,1.0) ,degToRad(-90.0))
leftElbowCylinder->setTranslate(-15.0,0.0,0.0);
leftElbowCylinder->setHeight(30.0);
leftElbowCylinder->setRadius(6.0);
return body;
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void main(int argc,

char *argv[])

{
// create a GHOST scene object
gstScene myScene;

// create the root separator and set it as the root of the scene graph
gstSeparator *rootSep = new gstSeparator();
myScene.setRoot(rootSep);

// prompt the user to place the PHANToM in the reset position
cout << "Place the PHANToM in its reset position and press <ENTER>
cin.get () ;

<<

endl;

// create a PHANToM instance and check to make sure it is valid

gstPHANToM *myPhantom = new gstPHANToM("Default PHANToM");

if (ImyPhantom j !myPhantom->getValidConstruction()) {
cerr <<

"Unable to initialize PHANToM device."

<<

endl;

exit (-1) ;

}
// create a parent for the PHANToM and add both to the scene
gstSeparator *phantomParent = new gstSeparator();
rootSep->addChild(phantomParent);
phantomParent->addChild(myPhantom);

// attach a workspace boundary (added as a sibling to the PHANToM)
// this routine requires the PHANToM to have a distinct parent node
gstBoundaryCube *myBoundary = myPhantom->attachMaximalBoundary();
// add robot geometry to scene
gstSeparator *robotSep = createRobotGeometry0 ;
rootSep->addChild(robotSep);

// start the haptic simulation
myScene.startServoLoop();
// create an instance of the GLUT OpenGL Manager

ghostGLUTManager *glutManager = ghostGLUTManager::Createlnstance(argc, argv,
"Robot Workspace");

// use a sync camera which by default syncs the camera to the workspace
// as well as adjusts the workspace to fit in the window
ghostGLSyncCamera *myCamera = new ghostGLSyncCamera();
glutManager->setCamera(myCamera);
myCamera->setWorkspaceBoundary(myBoundary);

// load the scene graph into the ghostGLUTManager instance
glutManager- >loadScene (&.myScene) ;
// start the display of graphics
glutManager->startMainloop();
// stop the haptic simulation
myScene.stopServoLoop();
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Summary
• Simple GHOST program
• Basic GHOST SDK classes

• Scene graph

• Graphics and haptics
• Using GhostGL for graphics
• More info

• GHOST SDK Programmers Guide
• www.sensable.com/support/ghost_class.htm

SensAble
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Today, we've seen how to build a simple GHOST program to render
basic geometry. We've seen how we can extend that scene to create
more complicated scenes and use OpenGL graphics. We also saw the
basic class structure of GHOST and how GHOST programs are broken
down into haptics and graphics threads.
For more information, consult the GHOST SDK Programmers Guide
and our complete GHOST SDK Tutorial on our website.
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Glossary.
Degrees of freedom:

The number of different ways in which a robot can move; RT100+ (or
RTX) has seven motors (with the gripper installed), which give it seven
degrees of freedom. If the vacuum plunger is installed instead, the robot
has six degrees of freedom.
Left-handed configuration: RT100+ (or RTX) is in a left-handed configuration when,
viewed from behind the shoulder, the gripper (or vacuum plunger) is to
the right of the elbow.
Numeric:
A way of controlling the robot in which you enter numbers to indicate
where each motor should move to and how quickly.

Manual:

A way of controlling the robot in which you control all movements

Pitch:
Roll:
Yaw:

directly.
The gripper s (or vacuum plunger's) up and down movement
The rotation of the gripper (or vacuum plunger)
The wrist's left and right movements

Author: Glenn Knight
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1. Introduction

The RT100+ is a "Scara" type robot with 6 degrees of freedom plus a gripper. It is the up
rated industrial version of the RTX educational robot. The RT100+ is designed to be
controlled from a personal computer via a RS232 serial link.
A Win32 Library for the RT100+ and RTX type of robots has been developed to
accommodate the change in technology from a MSDOS environment to a Windows
environment. The previous MSDOS version is unstable when operating under a Windows
operating system and performance or response from the robot cannot be guaranteed.
Consequently a Win32 robot driver has been developed cooperatively by Miguel Miranda and
Glenn Knight. This contains almost all of the functionality of the MSDOS version, with the
exception of arm_interpolate, arm_raw_command and arm_raw_response. Arm_interpolate
normally never has to be used in normal operation. The raw commands have been disabled so
that students cannot send raw commands to the robot. This is because this situation could be

dangerous without a full understanding of the IPC commands. A separate program has been
written for sending and receiving raw commands to the robot for library debugging purposes.

2. Safety Issues
2.1 Lab Rules

•
•
•

At least two people must be in the laboratory when the Robot is operating.
Before operating the Robot, check that the working space is clear
When the Robot arm is operating, stay close to the emergency stop push buttons, and be
ready to use them in case of a dangerous situation. The emergency stop push buttons are
located at both ends of the table.

2.2 Safety Accreditation
hi order to work with the RT100+ Robot, the robot safety accreditation must be passed. This
is essentially a familiarisation of the robot and safety issues concerning its operation. Students
in the robot groups and any people in the integration group that may be working with the robot
is required to pass the safety accreditation before they can be granted access to operate the
robot.

Author: Glenn Knight
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3. About the RT100+ Robot
3.1 UMI Robot Unit

Tlie UMI Robot Unit consists of tliree sub-units as set-up in the CSD Laboratory. Tliese Units
are:

•

UMI RT 100+Robot

•

Electro-valve interface

•

"Robot PC computer

SCADA PC

UMI RT100+ ROBOT

ROBOTPC

NETWORK
COM!

UMI ROBOT UNIT

Tlie RT100+ Robot, as set up in the CSD Laboratory, has the gripper removed, and a vacuum
plunger installed. This vacuum plunger is used to pick up objects using a vacuum cup. Tlie
robot uses an electro-valve interface to activate tlie vacuum cup. This interface is connected to
the USER port of the UMI Robot RT100+.
Tlie Robot PC uses COM1 to communicate with the Robot. Tlie 'Robot PC Computer is
connected to a local network, and communication with tlie 'SCADA PC computer is via this
network.

Author: Glenn Knight
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3.2 Initialising the Robot

Tlie robot must be initialised before operation, whenever the power has been turned off. This
means getting the Robot to run its motors, driving tlie arm components against their
mechanical end stops. The control unit will keep track of every move tlie Robot makes and
will record the amis position in relation to this initialisation (home) position.
If tlie Robot is in a right-hand configuration, initialisation may not run correctly. To put it in a
left-hand configuration, switch tlie robot off and move the arm manually.
To initialise the Robot, follow these instructions:

1. Turn on the air pressure (refer to Layout of the Lab for location of the air circuit).
2. Set tlie Robot in a left handed configuration (see figure below)
3.

Switch on the robot

4.

Switch on the electro-valve interface

.

5. Make sure the working space is clear
6. Push the MOTOR ON switch; the green light should turn on, and tlie warning lamp on top
of the robot should start to blink.

7. Run the program WININIT.exe
8. If the robot does not move, or if an error is printed to the screen, check the connection
between the computer and robot. Repeat the above instructions.
9. If it still does not work, write the fault in the logbook and contact tlie laboratory
supervisor.

During initialisation, the robot ami now moves to its home position, with the completely
extended along its horizontal axis and gripper horizontal. For the robot with the gripper
removed, and a vacuum plunger installed, the plunger will be vertical. Tlie vacuum plunger
will operate at the end of the initialisation procedure for approximately one second to confinn
its correct operation.
Once tlie robot is initialised, it will normally not be necessary to initialise it again, unless the
mains power is switched off.
Now the robot is ready to execute a program from the 'Robot PC computer. While the robot
is operating, stay close to tlie emergency stop buttons located at each end of the table with
respect to the position of the robot. To activate, simply push the hardware emergency stop
button. To release, turn the button clockwise and it will spring back.

KT10O+

Top view R

z

^\

ri(H )+ left

Author: Glenn Knight
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Initialised Position ofthe Robot, Top and Side View
3.3 When does the robot need initialising?

Everytime the robot is turned on at the mains, it has to be initialised. This refers to the main
power switch on the robot. If the MOTOR ON (green button)or MOTOR OFF (red button) is
pressed, it is not necessary to re-initialise, as the robot will remember the home position.

If an ami of the robot is driven against the robot column causing the belt to slip, or if the robot
is moved manually while power is applied to the motors, this will affect the robots count of its
current location and the robot will have to be re-initialised.

Note, if the ami is left in FREE mode, power is not sent to the motors and the ami is free to
move. As long as any of the belts do not slip, the robot will keep track of tlie current position
of its motors, and this will not require re-initialisation. This is different to when the robot has
power applied to tlie motors, and will resist any change of its current position.
•

When finished with the robot, operate the emergency stop buttons and leave them active. Turn
off power to the robot and fold the arm flat against the column in its stowed position to keep
the bench space clear.
3.4 Robot Problem Solving
Nothing works:
• Is the MOTOR ON' or 'MOTOR OFF' light illuminated? If not, is the RT100+ (or RTX)
mains power switch on? If so, is the switch for the power to the lab on?
• If the red 'MOTOR OFF' light is on, press the green 'MOTOR ON' button. If the green
'MOTOR ON' light now conies on, re-run the initialise program. If the green 'MOTOR
ON" light does not come on, check that the emergency stop buttons have been de
activated.

•

Is the cable connecting the Robot to the serial port of the computer connected and securely

• plugged in?
• Is the communications port correctly working on the computer?
• Was there a fault written in the logbook that may not yet have been fixed?

Author: Glenn Knight
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3.5 Layout of the Lab
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3.6 Understanding the operation of the RT100+ Robot.

Tlie RT100+ (RTX) has seven motors to control (when the gripper is used, six without) and
these motors are controlledjointly by two controllers. These controllersare processing units
called intelligent peripherals. These intelligent peripherals are referred to as IPO and IPl. Each
one has responsibility for specific motors as shown in the table:
MOTOR

CONTROLLED BY:

ZED

IPl

SHOULDER

IPl

ELBOW

IPl

YAW

IPl

WRJST1

IPO

WRIST2

IPO

GRIPPER

IPl

It is possible to program the robot directly using IPC commands, but the library provides high
level functions to remove this complexity.

User input lines can be used for any device to be connected to the robot. Tlie vacuum plunger
attachment uses an user input line to function. Access to this Input line is set up in the
initialisation procedure. The Win32 library provides a function that specifies turning on and
off this user input line.

Author: Glenn Knight
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4. Programming using the Win32 Robot Library
4.1 Structure of Win32 Driver

This is for infomiation only. It is included for those interested on how the driver is structured.
Tlie driver follows a layered structure with 3 layers.
1.
2.
3.

Top layer deals with high level user commands (RT100 functions)
Middle layer deals with transactions.
Low layer deals with the raw communication to the Robot (like physical layer).

Tlie advantage of this approach is that for any future changes of operating system,
environment, only the low-level layer (communications) is required to be changed to get the
driver running. This means that the user level functions will remain the same.

4.2 Manuals

RT100+ User Manual is the UMI documentation on the robot.

This Win32 Library document contains tlie programming information on the Win32 RT100+
library-, but does not attempt to replace or cover all tlie infomiation of tlie UMI manual.

4.3 Accessing RT100+ Win32 Library functions
Tlie functions of the Win32 library are listed below. This table gives the approximate task that
each function provides. For a detailed descrition, refer to the function description.

WIN32 LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

TASK

Communication tasks

ami init comms, ami shutdown

Initialising the Robot
Preparing the ami at tlie start of an operation
Defining how the ami will move
Initiating movement of the arm
Getting reports on tlie arm's current status
Stopping the ami
Reset IP default settings
Using IPC directly

arm init

Extra Functions

Author: Glenn Knight
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ami restart, ami define origin, arm version
ami set mode, arm read, ami write
arm_go, ami interpolate
ami general status, ami motor status
arm stop

ami reload pids
ami raw command, ami raw response
ami vacuum plunger, ami has power
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Constants

When driving the ami, you have to specify what motors you wish to move, using GO_BITS.
Alternatively, you can specify all motors to move to the new position at once. This can be
done using the FORWARD constant.
For Robot with Vacuum Plunger Installed

// To be used with the arm_go command
// FORWARD = 1+4+16+64+256+1024

const nit FORWARD = 0x0555;
For Robot with Gripper Installed
// FORWARD = 1+4+16+64+256+1024+4096
const int FORWARD = 0x1555:

// Tlie Ann response codes when all is ok is:
const int RT100_OK
= 0;

// Default values set by arm_init
const char MAXFORCE = 40;

// Elbow, Shoulder, Wrist, Yaw and Gripper.

const char MAXFORCEZED =

// Max. force for the Zed motor

const char TOP_SPEED =

50;

100;

// Max. speed for all motors

For any fault, refer to the header file for a complete list of faults. This includes:
•

Communication faults

•
•

Response errors
Ann Warnings

•

Ann Errors

•

Librarv Errors

Author: Glenn Knight
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4.3.2 Data Types
typedef int POSITION_T[7];
typedef int GO_BITS_T;

typedef int I_DATA_T[8];
typedef enum PRECISION

{
PASSING,
THEORETICAL,
ACCURATE

} PRECISION;
typedef enum TOGGLE_T

{
TOGGLE_OFF,
TOGGLE_ON

} TOGGLE_T;
typedef enum MOTOR_T

{
ELBOW,
SHOULDER,
ZED,
WRIST1,
WRIST2,
YAW,
GRIP,
ZEDOWN

} MOTOR_T;
typedef enum MOTOR_MODE_T

{
FORCE_MODE,
POSITION_MODE,
ABSOLUTE_MODE,
RELATIVE_MODE,
USER_INPUT,
USER_OUTPUT

} MOTOR_MODE_T;
typedef enum STOP_MODE_T

{
DEAD_STOP,
RAMP_STOP,
FREE_STOP,
FREE_OFF

} STOP_MODE_T;

Author: Glenn Knight
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typedef enum GO_MODE_T

{
MANUAL_GO,
NUMERIC_GO

} GO_MODE_T;
typedef enum DATA_CODE_T

{
CP_ERROR,
CURRENT_POSITION,
ERROR_LIMIT,
NEW_POSITION,
SPEED,
KP,
KI,
KD,

DEAD_BAND,
OFFSET,

MAX_FORCE,
CURRENT_FORCE,
ACCELERATION_TIME,
USER_RAM,
USER_IO,
ACTUAL_POSITION

} DATA_CODE_T;
typedef enum SOAK_T

{
INIT,

SOAK_ON,
INIT_SOAK,
SOAK_OFF

} SOAK_T;
typedef enum IP_T

{
IPO,
IPl

} IPJTi

Author: Glenn Knight
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Robot Functions

•

Functionsfor preparing the arm

arm_init_comms
Tliis is tlie first function to be used in the program to initialise, the communication port.
Note: Use ann_shutdown to close the communication port.
Usage:

void arm_init_comms(char* CommPort, int* rCode);
Description:
CommPort: use "COMl", "COM2",...
Example:
arm init comms("COMl",

&rCode);

armjnit
Tliis function initialises tlie Robot ami and sets the arm default values. It drives each of the

motors against their mechanical end stops to determine tlie current position. It also sets up
access to USER I/O port for the vacuum plunger.
Usage:
void arm_init(int* rCode);

Example:
arm init(&rCode);

arm_shutdown
This is the last function to be used in a program. It closes tlie communication port and
switches off the power to all of the motors and turns off the vacuum plunger.
Usage:
void arm_shutdown (int* rCode);
Example:
arm shutdown(&rCode);

Author: Glenn Knight
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arm_reload_pids
Resets all the control parameter stored in the IPs to their default values.
Usage:
void arm_reload_pids
Example:
arm_reloadj>ids

(int* rCode);

(&rCode)/

arm_restart
Resets all the parameter stored in the IPs to their default values. It is an unconditional reset,
and so stops tjie ami immediately. It is used following a power failure on the IP board; it re
establishes communications.

Usage:
void arm_restart

(int* rCode);

Example:
arm_restart (&rCode);

arm_define_origin
Zeros each motor's position counter and error, so that the current ann position becomes the
home position. No other variables are affected.
Usage:
void arm_define_origin (int* rCode);

Example:
arm_define_origin (&rCode);

arm_version
Returns the library version and revision numbers. Tlie ROM version is returned from tlie IP
as 256*the version number, plus the revision number.
Usage:

void arm_version (int* library_version,
int* ROM_version, int* rCode);

int* library_revision,

Example:
int rCode;

int library_version;
int library_revision;
int ROM_version;

arm_version (&library_version, &library_revision,
&ROM version,

Author: Glenn Knight
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Function for defining the motion ofthe arm

arm_set_mode
Sets any motor into one of the three motor modes: Force, Position, I/O. It can also set the
user's input/output lines to input or output.
Usage:
void arm_set_mode (MOTOR_T motor, MOTOR_MODE_T mode, int*
rCode);

Example:
arm_set_mode

(ZED, USER_INPUT, &rCode);

Sets the six user input/output lines on the IP which controls the ZED motor to input, that is,
the lines on IPO. Tlie motor you specify is only used to select tlie IP when you have

USERJNPUT or USEROUTPUT as the motor mode with the SET_MODE keyword.

arm_read
Reads a control parameter associated with a motor from the IP, and copies the data into an
integer variable.
Usage:

void arm_read (MOTOR_T motor, DATA_CODE_T code, int* data,
int* rCode);

Example:
int Z_DEAD_BAND;

arm_read (ZED, DEAD_BAND, &Z_DEAD_BAND, &rCode);

Reads tlie parameter DEAD_BAND associated with tlie ZED motor, puts the result into
ZDEADBAND, and puts and error number in the variable rCode.

arm_write
Writes an integer to a data code in the IP associated with a particular motor.
Usage:
void arm_write (MOTOR_T motor, DATA_CODE_T code,
int*

int data,

rCode);

Example:
arm write

(ELBOW,

Author: Glenn Knight
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Function for initialising movement ofthe arm
arm_go
Sets one or more motors moving in one of the three drive modes. The GO_BITS variable is an
integer arranged as a sequence of 14 control bits, two for each motor. Tlie control bits are:
Function

Control Bits

Power Stop (Power applied to motors)

00
01

Forward

10

Reverse

11

Free Stop (Unpowered)

In manual mode, the motors are controlled directly from the GO_BITS. hi numeric mode, only
01 and 10 have any effect, and they both start the motor moving to a new position.

Tlie table below gives the decimal number required for any motion of any motor. To use the
table:

1)

For each motor, find the associated number to set it moving in tlie
way you required. Don't take more than one number from each row of the
table.

2)

Add together all tlie numbers you have found, and enter tlie result in
the CO BITS variable.

Power Stop

Forward

Reverse

Free Stop

0

4096

8192

12288

Y

0

1024

2048

3072

Wl

0

256

512

768

W2

0

64

128

192

Z

0

16

32

45

s

0

4

8

12

E

0

1

2

3

Motor

G

'

Usage:
void arm_go (GO_MODE_T mode, GO_BITS_T bits, int* rCode)/
Example:
arm_go (NUMERIC,

5, &rCode);

5 is equivalent to the binary number 0101, so this command sets motors E and S moving in
numeric mode, and puts the error code into the variable rCode.

Author: Glenn Knight
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If you want to:
move the wrist yaw motor forward
move tlie wrist 2 motor backwards

make a free stop of the elbow motor
make a power stop of all the other motors
Tlie numbers are: 1024 + 128 + 3 + 0 = 1155.

Therefore the command needed is:

arm_go (NUMERIC, 1155, &rCode);

.

NOTE:

hi nomial Numeric mode operation, it is possible to write tlie NEWPOSITION to tlie
separate motors and then simply set all motors moving at once. To do this, use the
FORWARD constant.

arm_go( NUMERIC_GO, FORWARD, &rCode );
NOTE WELL: hi numeric mode, although this command sends motors moving, it does not
prevent more commands being sent to tlie Robot while in operation. To prevent commands
interrupting the current operation, an arm_general_status has to be perfonned to check to see
if the Robot is still in progress. Tliis can be done as follows:
#define STAT TIP 1

arm_write (ELBOW, NEW_POSITION, -1000, &rCode);
arm_go( NUMERIC_GO, FORWARD, &rCode );
int

status;

do arm_general_status ( &status, &rCode );
while ((status & STAT_TIP) != 0 && (rCode==RT100_OK));
Alternatively use the function Wait_until_done that is provided in the UMIDEMO program.

arm_interpolate
Note: NOT IMPLEMENTED in the Win32 Library.

Moves each motor by the increment given in the array. Your program would call the array
repeatedly, to produce a series of small movements. Note that in order to achieve the correct
data transmission rate, the toggle mode has to be set to toggle on.
Usage:
void arm_interpolate

(I_DATA_T* data,

Example:
arm_interpolate (movement_table,

int* rCode);

&rCode);

Moves the ami following the instructions in the variable movement table, and puts an error
number in the variable rCode.

Author: Glenn Knight
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Functionsfor getting status reportfrom the arm

arm_general_status
Checks the current ann status of all motors and puts the result into the integer
variable you specify. The result contains the following flags (for bits 0 to 4, 1 means tme,

0false):"
Bit 0 any tasks still in progress?
Bit 1 has any axis stopped?
Bit 2 anv error limits exceeded
Bit 3 has anv axis been reset?

Bit 4 has there been a change in the state of one of tlie I/O lines?
Bit 5 user configuration for IPO: 1 means input, 0 means output
Bit 6 user configuration for IPl: 1 means input, 0 means output
Bit 7 0

Usage:

void arm_general_status

(int* status,

int* rCode);

Example:
int status,

rCode;

arm_general_status

(&status, &rCode);

Checks the general status of the arm, puts the result in the variable
status, and an error number in the variable rCode.

a rm_m oto r_status
Checks the current status of one particular motor and puts the result into the integer variable
you specify. Tlie byte contains the following flags (for bits 0 to 3, 1 means tme, 0 false):
Bit 0 tasks still in progress?
Bit 1 axis stopped?
Bit 2 error limit exceeded?

Bit 3 Axis reset? (Usually means that MAX_FORCE isn't enough to overcome an obstacle).
Bit 4 motor mode:
0
1

.

absolute
relative

Bit 5 motor mode:
0

position

1

force

Bit 6

0

Bit 7

0

Author: Glenn Knight
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Usage:
void arm_motor_status (MOTOR_T motor, int* status, int*
rCode);

Example:
int status;

arm_motor_status (ZED,

&Z_STATUS, fcrCode);

Checks the status of the motor ZED, puts the result in the variable
Z STATUS and an error number in the variable rCode.

Function for stopping the arm

arm_stop
Emergency stop: stops all the motors, leaving the variables unchanged.
There are three stopping methods:
DEAD
RAMP

Stops all the motors instantly and leaves them locked in position.
Stops all the motors gradually but leaves them locked in position.

FREE (FREESTOP)

Tlie safest way to stop: the motor's power is switched off, but the axes are left
free so that you can move them manually.
FREE_OFF Allows power to be sent to the motors after STOP has been used, or after a
ann_restart command.
Usage:

void arm_stop (STOP_MODE_T mode,

int* rCode);

Example:
arm_stop (FREE_STOP, &rCode);

Stops all the motors using the free motors method, and puts the error number into the variable
rCode.

Author: Glenn Knight
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Function for using IPC directly

arm_raw_command
NOTE: NOT IMPLEMENTED in Win32 Library
IP and nbytes are integer type variables.
IP can be 0 or 1;

nbytes can be 1 to 3.
It sends a raw IPC command to a particular IP. Valid IPC commands have
one or three bytes.
Usage:
void arm_raw_command (IP_T IP, int nbytes,
byte2,

int byte3,

int bytel,

int

int*'rCode);

Example:
arm_raw_command (IPO, 1, 0x08, 0x00, 0x00, &rCode);
arm_raw_command (IPl, 1, 0x08, 0x00, 0x00, &rCode);

Sends the init command to IPO and IPl, and puts a return code in the variable rCode.

arm_raw_response
NOTE: NOT IMPLEMENTED in Win32 Library
IP and nbytes are integer type variables.
IP can be 0 or 1;

nbytes can be 1 to 3.
Gets infomiation in raw form, as either one or three bytes.
Usage:
void arm_raw_response (IP_T IP, int* nbytes, int* bytel, int*
byte2,

int* byte3,

Example:
arm_raw_response

int* rCode);

(0,

&number_of_bytes, &rbl, &rb2,

&rb3,

&rCode);
•

Gets a response from IPO, puts the number of the response bytes into number of bytes and the
bytes themselves into rbl, rb2, rb3. An error number is returned in tlie variable rCode.
Note: ami_raw_command and arm_raw_response have to be used together, you can't have an
isolated command or response. The way you set up the bytes to control the arm is explained in

the RT100 user's manual Using Intelligent Peripherals Communications, section E.

Author: Glenn Knight
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Extrafunctions

arm_vacuum_plunger
To turn ON/OFF tlie vacuum plunger.
Usage:
void ann_vacuum_plunger(TOGGLE_T mode, int* rCode);
Example:
arm_vacuum_plunger(TOGGLE_ON, &rCode);
Sleep(lOOO);
anii_vacuumjplunger(TOGGLE_OFF, &rCode);

arm_has__power
To check if tlie ami has power. It can be used to check if the emergency
stop button is pressed.
Returns: 0 when power is OFF and 1 otherwise.
Usage:
int ann_has_power(int* rCode);

Example:
int has_power;
has_power = ann_has_power(&rCode);

4.4 Setting up your Program

AAA Setting up a project in Visual C++
To set up a project in Visual C++ that is installed in the lab, open Visual C++ and choose a
console type project for the Win32 platfonn and give it a name.

Next, change to tlie FILE VIEW (as opposed to the CLASS VIEW) and include the following
files in tlie project: (To add a file to the project, right click on the appropriate directory in the
File View)

1) Add the robot header file "c:\umi\include\rtlOO.h" to the directory called "Header Files".
Don't forget to include this reference in your code as well.
2) Add the library "c:\umi\lib\rtl00.1ib" to the directory called "Resource Files".
3) Add (or create) your source file to tlie directory called "Source Files".
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Tlie robot may be programmed VC++ 6.0 or Borland C 4.5. Both are available in the
laboratory. Note, however, that the static Win32 library is compiler specific, and tlie correct
one must be used. As of June 1999, the Microsoft Visual C++ was the current Win32 RT100+

library used in the laboratory.
Include directories:

c:\UMI\lnclude

Library directories:
Output directories:
Source directories:

c:\UMI\l_ib
(your directory)
(optional)

Include in your file:
In your project add:

#include "rtlOO.h"
RTIOO.lib

In case of doubt see the test program UMIDEMO
Libraries, source, tools and demo programs for the Robot are located under tlie C:\UMI
directory.

Example of Visual C++ project files that are created
CONSOLE APPLICATION: Robot

Robot.dsp
Tliis file (the project file) contains infomiation at the project level and is used to build a
single project or subproject.
Robot,cpp
This is the main application source file.
Other standard files:

StdAfx.h, StdAfx.cpp
Tliese files are used to build a precompiled header (PCH) file named Robot.pch and a

precompiled types file named StdAfx.obj.
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4.4.2 Visual C++ Robot Example
As an example, the program may be set up like something below.
include "stdafx.h"

//#include <iostream.h> // tliis is actually included in tlie stdafx header for Visual C++
#include "C:\UMI\INCLUDE\rtl00.h"
#include "Yourheader.h"

#define STATTIP 1

void waitUntilDone(int* rCode)
{
int status;

do ann_general_status( &status, rCode );
wliile ((status & STATTIP) != 0 && (*rCode==RT100_OK));
J

int main(void)
{
int rCode = 0;
// Init commumications with the robot

ann_init_comms("COMr', &rCode);
amistop(FREE_OFF, &rCode);

// Initialise Comms port
// Put power on to motors

cout « "CSD Hit Squad Test"« endl;
cout« '•========== "« endl;

//ami_init(&rCode); // the ann can be initialised here if you wish
// Test to detennine functionality of the vacuum plunger
ami_vacuum_plunger(TOGGLE_ON, &rCode);
Sleep(lOOO);
ami_vacuum_plunger(TOGGLE_OFF, &rCode);
// Can change speed to desired level (0 to 100)
// Note tliis is not necessary as default settings are set during initialisation
annwrite (ELBOW, SPEED, 50, &rCode);
annwrite (SHOULDER, SPEED, 60, &rCode);
ami_write (ZED.
SPEED, 80. &rCode);
ann_write (WRIST1, SPEED, 80, &rCode);
ann_write (WRIST2, SPEED, 80, &rCode);
ann_write (YAW,
SPEED, 80, &rCode);
ann_write (GRIP, SPEED, 60, &rCode);
cout «

"Robot go to new position"« endl;
ann_write(ELBOW, NEW_POSITION, 100,&rCode);
ann_write(SHOULDER, NEW_POSITION, 100,&rCode);
ann_write(ZED, NEW_POSITION, -1000,&rCode);
ann_write(YAW, NEW_POSITION, -500,&rCode);
ann_go( NUMERIC_GO, FORWARD, &rCode );
waitUntilDone(&rCode);
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arm_stop(FREE_STOP.&rCode);
ami_shutdown(&rCode);

// Turn power off to all motors
// Close the Comms port

return 0;
!

4.5 UMIDEMO Test Program

A test program has been provided to exercise most ofthe library functions that students will
use. Tliis test program is called UMIDEMO and it gives an example on how to program the
robot and also provides you with some useful information that may save you some time. Tliis
information includes the position of the PETRA BUFFER and auxiliary buffers with respect

to tlie Robot (tliese values are approximated only).
Before running the UMIDEMO, make sure that an insert is in the PETRA BUFFER. Tlie
PETRA BUFFER is located in the middle of both conveyors of the PETRA model.

It is recommended when starting out to have a look at the source code for this test program to
become familiar with working with the library functions. Refer to the programs in the
C:\UMI\DEMO\UMIDEMO sub-directory.

4.6 Hit Squad Integrated Test Suite - Robot Test Panel

Tlie Robot Test program has several features, which test the functionality that students in CSD
commonly use in order to develop their Robot control programs. The main areas of test is in
LAN communication with Citect, Robot movement and specifying positions to move to and
verifying the accuracy.

4.6.1 Setting up
hi order to use the RT100+ Robot, the Win32 initialisation program should be first mn. Tliis
program defines the home position and sets up default settings in tlie Robot control unit. Tlie
Robot test program can then be mn and will interact with Citect to control the Robot over the
LAN.
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4.6.2

How it works

Tlie Robot test program works by polling Citect variables to determine if a new task is
required to be performed. The Citect Variables set up for the Robot Test program-are:
CTTag<int> Robot_Command("Robot_Command", &IOServer);
CTTag<int> Robot_State("Robot_State", &IOServer);
CTTag<int> Robot_Elbow_CP("Robot_Elbow_CPM, &IOServer);
CTTag<int> Robot_Shoulder_CP("Robot_Shoulder_CP", &IOServer);
CTTag<int> Robot_Zed_CP("Robot_Zed_CP", &IOServer);
CTTag<int> Robot_Yaw_CP("Robot_Yaw_CP", &IOServer);
CTTag<int> Robot_Elbow_NP("Robot_Elbow_NP", &IOServer);
CTTag<int> Robot_Shoulder_NP("Robot_Shoulder_NP", &IOServer);
CTTag<int> Robot_Zed_NP("Robot_Zed_NP", &IOServer);
CTTag<int> Robot_Yaw_NP("Robot_Yaw_NP", &IOServer);

Tlie Robot_Command variable is used to determine what task is required to be acted upon by
the Robot test program. The Robot_State variable allows Citect to know when the Robot is
busy perfonning a task. The *_CP variables refer to Current Positions of the various Robot
motors and are displayed in tlie Current Position Display in the Citect Menu. The *_NP
variables refer to New Positions set by user input for tlie various Robot motors to move to,
and are displayed in the New Position Display in the Citect Menu. The reason for having both
windows is to allow verification of accuracy of Robot positional movement.

• R<ibot Tesi
Current Position

New Position
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0
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0
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Diagram ofRobot Test Panel
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4.6.3 Description of the Robot Test Program.

Tlie Robot Test program begins by initialising communications with Citect. A check is
perfonned to detennine a successful connection; otherwise the program exits, to ensure that
robot communication is not performed without a successful connection. Once connected, the
Robot Test program initialises communication with the Robot and turns the vacuum plunger
on for one second to confirm communication between the Robot and test program is working.
Tlie Robot ami is then moved directly upwards to ensure that any previous position of the ann
will not cause a dangerous situation upon a new task miming (i.e.: colliding with Petra
system).
•
Tlie Citect variable Robot_Command is polled every 2 seconds for any commands to the
Robot test program. The value of tliis variable is checked to determine if a command is
currently queued for tlie Robot to.perform a task.
Tlie acceptable commands are implemented as follows:
//Robot commands
#defme NOOP 0
#define GO 1

#define STOP 2

#define GO_ORlGIN 3
#defme INIT 4
#defme STOWARM 5
#define UMIDEMO 6
#define UPDATE 7

The value of tlie Robot_Command determines which task will operate, if any.

4.6.4 Built-Hi Safety Features

Tlie User Input in Citect is checked to ensure that the data entered is valid. Tlie critical area
for tliis is New Position, where the coordinates are set to move tlie Robot. If the input is
outside of the limits for the Robots movement, then the input is rejected. Tliis ensures that
erroneous data will not be sent to the Robot.

Lower level checks are implemented in the Win32 library to detennine if there are any
problems with the Robot and the Robot will cease to move if an command has been sent when
an error condition has occurred.

Whenever a task is set to operate, and the test program acknowledges this, another Citect
variable is set to indicate tlie Robot is busy. This variable is Robot_State.
Valid values are:

#define ROBOT_WORKING 1
#define ROBOT IDLE 0
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Tlie reason for this is twofold. Firstly, the buttons on the Robot screen are disabled, so that
commands cannot be sent while tlie Robot is busy doing a task. This is necessary as sending
multiple commands to the Robot, without special waiting checks, can confuse the Robot
control and cause a dangerous situation.

Secondly, the Petra system is disabled when the Robot is busy to avoid possible collisions due
to possible simultaneous access of the Petra Buffer, by both the Robot and Petra system.
Tlie Robot State and the Robot Command is reset after each command is completed, so that
the Robot is ready to accept a new command. This does not affect user input as it is disabled
while the Robot is in operation.

4.6.5 Possible Tasks for the Robot Test Program
Button GO:

Tlie Robot Test program writes the New position values specified on Citect to tlie Robot and
moves the Robot to that position. The current positions displayed on the Current Position
display is then updated to reflect the actual Robot position. Therefore the accuracy of the
Robots "Go to a position" action can be verified by comparing the New position display with
the users input and the Current position display of the Robot's actual position.
Button STOP:

Tlie Stop button is used to shutdown the Robot Test program safely, and leave the Robot in a
free movement state. This turns off the power to the individual motors and allows free
movement of the Robot arm without damage. The communication with the Robot for the test
program is also shutdown, and the program exits.
Button GO ORIGIN:

Tliis button exercises the "Go to next position" procedure and moves the ami to tne origin
position. Tlie current position display is then updated to verify that the Robot has moved
correctly to the origin position.

Button INITIALISE:

Tliis allows tlie initialisation procedure of the Robot to be done during operation, by calling
the library function to initialise. Tliis function provides various safety measures to ensure safe
movement speeds are set and collisions are avoided.
Upon completion of initialisation, the Robot will move to the origin position. Tlie current
position display is then updated to verify that the Robot has moved correctly to tlie origin
position.
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Button STOW ARM:

Tliis button allows the Robot to move to the Stow position - a position for storing the arm
during non-use. Tliis function again tests the "Go to next position" feature and the current
position display is updated to verify the position.
Button UMI DEMO:

Tliis button mns the UMI DEMO program for the Robot. This program exercises almost all
the Win32 library functions, and certainly covers tlie ones that students commonly use in
CSD. Tliis Demo moves the Robot to various buffer positions and picks and places inserts
from each buffer. This Demonstration tests Robot movement, positional accuracy and
exercises the vacuum plunger.
Button UPDATE:

Tlie Update button is used to update tlie current position display. Tliis is useful if the Robot
has been moved, or if a desired position is to be identified.
Other possible task NOOP:
No operation is when the Robot is not required to do a task. The test program simply waits for
two seconds and then checks the variable Robot_Command to see if a new task is requested.
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4.7 Tools provided

Several tools have been provided to assist students when working with tlie robot. Tliese
include a settings program and a speed setting program.

4.7.1 Settings Program - Determine current variable settings

Tlie IP's are programmed to give the following default values to these parameters when
powered up. Tliis may vary between robots. Use the settings.exe tool to check the current
settings for your robot. As you change the values in the robot such as the speed setting, this
will be reflected in the table when you mn the settings program.

It is recommended to redirect the output to a file, to aid in reading these variables.,
Ie: type "settings > log.txt"

default for Motor

Parameter
Z

down

ERROR
CURRENT POSITION
ERROR LIMIT
NEW POSITION

S

z
up

-

0

-

-

200

-

0

-

E

-

Y

-

Wl

-

W2

G

-

-

0

0

0

0

0

0

200

200

200

200

200

200

0

0

0

0

0

0

SPEED

50

80

80

80

80

80

80

KP

100

150

100

100

100

100

100

100

KI

175

175

75

75

75

75

75

75

KD

35

35

15

15

15

15

15

15

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

DEAD BAND
OFFSET
MAX FORCE
CURRENT FORCE
ACCELERATION TIME
ACTUAL POSITION
STATUS

64

-

-

-

-

12

4

4

4

4

4

4

64

64

64

64

64

64

-

12

-

-

12

-

12

-

12

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12
-

12
-

•
-

4.7.2 Speed Program - Change settings of speed
Tliis program provides a simple interface to change the robot's settings of speed before
running your program. Three choices are provided: Nomial, Slow or Max speed. Slow speed •
can be used for testing unknown positions, where as normal speed can be used when confident
of movements. For maximum robot speed perfonnance, the speed can be changed to max
speed setting.
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IPC command

This is a tool used for library development. It enables raw commands to be sent to, and
received from the robot. This is should be not made available for studentuse, but for library
maintenance only.

4.8 Differences between the Win32 and UMI DOS RT100+ Library
TlieWin32 RT100+ library (RTlOO.lib) confomis to the UMI User Manual description of
how the functions are implemented. Tliis has been done to minimise transition problems from
DOS to a Win32 environment. Several small changes have been made to the Win32 version,
and are described below:

Tlie main changes are:

1)There is no librarychecking function in the Win32 library as the library is compiled into
your executable.

2) Tlie error code "rCode" is now a pointer and not an integer as in tlie DOS version.
3) Tlie "status" used with arm_general_status andarm_motor_status is now a pointer.
5) Position^}, is now POSITION_T[7].

6) Method of turning suction on changed. A function has now been includedto simplifythis.
7) enum ERROR in DOS library conflicts with Win32 system services. Changed to
CP_ERROR.
8) Libraiy errors: Added COMMANDNOTIMPLEMENTED and
INVALID PARAMETER

4.8.1

Function changes - Armjnit

Ann_init functionality has been split into armjnit & ann_init_comms. Tliis is because the
DOS implementation left the comms port open. The Win32 version must have the comms port
opened at the beginning of a program and closed upon completion. The reason for this
functionality split is because you don't want to initialise the arm everytime you start your
program just to initialise the comms port!

Tlie Dos version init_comms would be called in the START.COM program and would never
shutdown. Tliis now is called in the users program to initialise the serial port for
communications with the robot with arm_init_comms. The serial port is also closed after tlie
program is completed with arm_shutdown and the arm left in an unpowered state.
4.8.2 Function changes - Arm_init_comms

The DOS arminitcomms version has been never used since it is only useful when using
arm_raw_conimand and arm_raw_response. Tlie Win32 arm_init_comms now just initialises
the comm port.
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4.8.3

New Functions added

Ann_has_power - EXTRA FUNCTIONS in Win32 Library
Arm_vacuum_plunger- EXTRA FUNCTIONS in Win32 Library

4.8.4

Functions Not implemented in the Win32 Library

Ann_interpolate
Ann_raw_comniand
Ann_raw_response

For DOS mode library functions, refer to the RT100+ (or RTX) User manual.
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5. Understanding Motor Operation
5.1 Obtaining Pitch and Roll from WRIST1 and WRIST2 motors.
Tlie robot has two geared motors that control the wrist movement of the robot. Tliese motors
are called WRIST 1 and WRIST2. When driven in combination, tliese provide the Pitch and
Roll movements.

Actions

How to drive the two wrist motors

At the same speed in the same direction
At the same speed in the opposite direction
At different speeds

Pitch
Roll

Both Pitch and Roll

Pitch in degrees is given by:
[(WRIST 1 + WRIST2) * k] / 2
Roll in degrees is given by:
[(WRIST1 - WRIST2) * k] / 2
where:

WRIST 1 is the encoder counts for WRIST2 motor

WRIST2 is the encoder counts for WRIST2 motor

K is the scale factor to covert counts to degrees (k = 0.07415)

5.2 Automatic Compensation of the Yaw Motor

YAW MOTOR - refer to the RT100+ user manual for geometry involved in moving the
shoulder and elbow. Tliere is an automatic compensation for the yaw which you have to take
into account when programming the arm!
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6. Understanding how the robot positions relate to SI units.
Tlie robot keeps track of movements by an encoder, which has a certain number of counts per
movement. Hence, the robot understands positions in tenns of encoder counts. Tliese are the

units in which the movement of a RT100+ (or RTX) motor is measured.

m

hi order to work with SI units such as millimetres or degrees, these must be converted to work
with the robots units in working with encoder counts. The number of encoder counts per
millimetre or degree depends upon the motor gearing of the motors to be controlled.
6.1 MOTOR GEARING

An encoder count corresponds to a different angle or distance for each motor depending on
how it is geared. Refer to the RT100+ (or RTX) user manual for gearing infomiation.

Tlie encoder counts needed to produce a specified movement are given in the table below:
MOTOR

1 mm

SHOULDER

WRIST2

1 degree
1 degree
1 degree
1 degree
1 degree

GRIPPER

1 mm

ELBOW
YAW

WRIST1

ENCODER COUNTS

MOVEMENT

ZED

(3.750)
(29.221)
(14.611)
(9.740)
(13.487)
(13.487)

3.74953 counts/mm
29.2227 counts/degree
14.6113 counts/degree
9.73994 counts/degree
13.4862 counts/degree
13.4862 counts/degree

Tlie gripper is non-linear. Refer to RT100+ (or
RTX) user manual for approximation equation.
An approximation within 3mm is:
(14.7) counts/mm.

NOTE: Values in brackets from User Maintenance Manual. Other values from User Manual

Example 1: To move the SHOULDER 90 degrees on the positive side, the position that the
robot understands as 90 degrees for the SHOUDLER is:
Position

(degrees * encoder_counts)
+90*29.221
+2630

Example 2: To move the ZED motor 100mm down, (or -100mm), the position that the robot
understands for the ZED motor for -lOOmiii is:
Position

(millimetres * encoder_counts)
-100*3.750
-375

Note that you should round the position to the nearest integer, as the robot identifies position
on whole encoder counts, and fractional units do not make sense.
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6.2 Initialised Position

When tlie arm is in the initialised position, the encoder counts are as follows:
MOTOR

ENCODER COUNTS

ZED

-19

SHOULDER

0

0 mm

ELBOW

0

0 mm

YAW

0

0 mm

PITCH

0

ROLL

0

0 degrees
0 degrees

GRIPPER

0

0 mm

•

Real Movement
-5 mm

The z-axis is driven against tlie end stop during initialisation, in which case the encoder count
is zero. However, to minimise wear on this motor, tlie ZED motor is moved approximately
5mm down (or -19 encodercounts)and this definedas tlie home position. This is to prevent
continual hitting against the end stop when driving the motor to home position.
6.3 Maximum Ranges for Motors

Tlie range of travel for tlie arm axes, from tlie initialised position are as follows:
AXIS

ENDSTOP TO ENDSTOP

TOTAL RANGE

ENCODER

ENCODER COUNTS

(MM OR
DEGREES)

COUNTS FOR
TOTAL
RANGE

ZED

0 to -3554

948 mm

3554

ZED

Underside of wrist to baseboard

881 mm

3303

Gripper pointing downwards to

738 mm

2767

(gripper installed)
ZED

(gripper installed)
ZED (vacuum
plunger installed)

baseboard

Underside of suction cup to
baseboard

PITCH

Wl+W2 = 108to-2642

180 degrees
331 degrees
220 degrees
102 degrees

ROLL

Wl-W2 = 4882 to -3560

313 degrees

8442

+1200 to-30

90 mm

1200

SHOULDER

+2630 to -2630

ELBOW

+2206 to -2630

+(1071 +E/3)to-(1071 + E/3)

YAW

GRIPPER

5260
4836
2142

2750

Where:
Wl is the encoder count for WRIST 1
W2 is the encoder count for WRIST2

E is the encoder count for the ELBOW motor

Tlie values are calculated and may vary from machine to machine.
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RT100+ Specification (obtained from RT100+ User Manual)
AXIS

RANGE

VELOCITY MAX.

ZED

148

SHOULDER

PITCH

57.30 degrees /sec
79.64 degrees /sec
120.32 degrees/sec
92.25 degrees /sec

ROLL

92.25 degrees/sec

± 90 degrees
+ 180 degrees to - 151 degrees
± 110 degrees
+ 2 degrees to - 98 degrees
+ 181 degrees to - 132 degrees

GRIPPER

80

90 mm

ELBOW
YAW

mm/sec

915 mm

mm/sec

•

Repeatability: Bi-directional
X>± 0.5mm
Y> + 2.0mm

Z>± 1.0mm

As set up in the CSD LABORATORY, the limits of movement are:
Positive limit

Negative Limit

ELBOW

2206

-2630

SHOULDER

2630

-2630

ZED

0

-3100

PITCH

0

0

ROLL

0

0

YAW

1071

-1071

6.4 Maximum Speed for Motors
6.4.1

Motor Speeds

Tlie maximum SAFE motor speeds are stored as a percentage value. To mn the Robot at
SAFE and ACCURATE top motor speeds, set all motor speed settings to 100. It is possible to
drive the motors faster than this, although accuracy cannot be guaranteed as it is possible to
overshoot the programmed position.
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The following are maximum angular or linear speeds.
MOTOR

•

MAXIMUM

AT

DEFAULT

MAX

RATED

MOTOR

MAX

SPEED

SPEED

SPEED

SPEED

as stored in
SPEED

ZED

148 mm/s

SHOULDER
ELBOW

(104.2 mm/s)
42.8 degrees/s
85.6 degrees/s

YAW

128.4

WRIST PITCH
WRIST ROLL

degrees/s
92.7 degrees/s
92.7 degrees/s

GRIPPER

80 mm/s

1390 rpm
(975 rpm)
6250 rpm
6250 rpm
6250 rpm
6250 rpm
6250 rpm
5900 rpm

100

160(*)

100

160

100

160

100

160

100

160

100

160

100

160

(*) Tliese are governing values for the max speed and should not be exceeded or the ami
might overshoot programmed points.
() values for ZED are depending on your type of robot. Use the lower values if unsure.
2-AXIS:

Max Speed (practical)
As stored in 'speed' 100

Max Speed (theoretical)
As stored in 'speed' 160 (*)

Mm/sec

104

Mm/sec

166.667

Motor RPM

975

Motor RPM

1562.500

6.4.2 Velocity Profiling.

When you tell tlie robot to move to a new position, the IP controlling that motor computes a
velocity-time curve for that motion. Tlie curve is trapezoidal in shape. The shape of the
velocity versus time curve depends upon the two control parameters stored in the IP:
ACCELERATION TIME and SPEED. (NOTE: SPEED here means the maximum obtained

speed). Tliese parameters have sensible default values for all motors, but can be set by the user
if desire for faster or slower operation is desirable.

Velocity

Time
Acceleration Time
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7. Clarifications of the User Manual - Inside the Library functions
Tliis section contains a clarification of some terms in the User Manual that are not that clear.

It also contains a Win32 library mapping of high level functions to IPC commands, for
commands that do not use the same format as tlie IPC raw commands. Tliis is useful for

understanding how the Win32 Library works, or essential information when maintaining the
library.

7.1 Armjgeneraljstatus

7.1.1

What does it do?

Provides an overall status of both IPO and IPl. This is similar to doing an armmotorstatus
for each motor and combining the result.
•

7.1.2 Inner workings

The IPC command to check general status is sent to both IPO and IPl. Tlie result of each is
combined in a special fonnat into the status result.
Bit

Bit

7

6

5 |
X5 I

4
X4

3

2

1

0

X3

X2

XI

XO

0

o
6

5 J\

4

3

0

0

Y5/!

Y4

Y3

4

3

7

2

10

Y2

Yl

2

10

IPO

IPl

Y0

I i

Bit

/
6

7
0

Y5

/
5

|

X5 1X4

Y4 X3 Y3 X2 Y2 XI Yl XO Y0

STATUS

X | Y means a LOGICAL OR in this case. Ie: if either the X bit or Y bit is set to a 1, or both,
the bit is a 1. Otherwise it is a zero.

7.2 Arm_motor_status

Ann_motor_status requires no mapping. It is the same as the IPC command. Refer to IPC
section of RT100+ manual for commands IPC commands to be sent.

Author: Glenn Knight
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7.3 Armjstop

Clarification of Stop terms.
FREE_STOP (FREE) refers to when power is switched off to the arm motors and the robot
ann is free to move.

FREE_OFF refers to when power is applied to the motors, and the robot ami will resist any
movement from the current position.

Ami stop must be perfomed at the beginning of a program to send power to motors. It must
also be performed after an arm_reset.
7.4 Arm_mode

Tliis can used to set the ami to POSITION mode, in which relative or absolute position
commands are sent to the robot. It can also be set in FORCE mode, in which the robot will
stop pushing after reaching a specified force setting.

Armmode is also used to set up USERINPUT and USEROUTPUT lines.
Tlie default setting is POSITION MODE with ABSOLUTE positions.

7.5Arm_go

7.5.1 Checking for completion of an operation
A check is necessary after an arm_go command to determine when the command has finished,
before sending a new command. This is in the fonn of performing a status check, either an
ann_motor_status if for a particular motor, or an arm_general_status for all motors, to
detennine if any axes are busy (currently still in operation). If this check is not perfonned, and
another command is sent while the arm is busy, the results will be probable loss of queued
commands. In any case, the robot will not function properly without performing this check for
completion.

Code to perfonn this check is provided here as an example:
#define STAT_TIP 1
int .

status;

do arm_general_status( kstatus,

while ((status & STAT_TIP)

&rCode );

!= 0 && (rCode==RT100_OK));

A high level function must be responsible for this checking as it is not part of the library.
Refer to the UMIDEMO for an implemented function that performs this operation.

Author: Glenn Knight
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7.5.2

Motor controllers on IPO and IP1.

The controller numbersfor the motors connected to IPO are as follows:
CONTROLLER
NUMBER

MOTOR

(Decimal)

(Binary)

Spare
Spare

0

000

1

001

WRIST1

2

010

WRIST2

3

011

Spare

4

100

The controller numbersfor the motors connected to IPl are as follows:
CONTROLLER
NUMBER

MOTOR

(Decimal)

(Binary)
000

ELBOW

0

SHOULDER

1

001

ZED

2

010

YAW

3

011

GRIPPER

4

100

7.5.3 Inner workings IPC Arm_go Commands
7.5.3.1

Manual Mode

Tlie commands used for controlling the arm in manual mode always consists of three bytes.

First Byte

Tliis byte instmcts the robot that manual ann_go is chosen and then next two bytes will
contain movement directives for motors on the current IP.
Bit

7
1

Author: Glenn Knight

6

5

4

3

0

0

0

0
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Second Byte and Third Byte.

The second byte contains instmctions for the first set of five controllers on tlie current IP.
Tlie third byte contains instmctions for tlie second set of five controllers on the current IP.
Tlie bits to be set for movement of each motor is detemiined by the following mapping.
BYTE 2

Controller

Bits
X

3

X

X

2

X
X

1

X

X

X

0

BYTE 3

Bits

Controller

OOOOOOXX

4

The two bit codes represent:
X

X

Instruction

0

0

Stop with all motors still powered

0

1

Forward

1

0

Reverse

1

1

Stop with motors unpowered

Second Byte
Bit

7

6

X

X

5

X

4

3

2

1

X

X

X

X

Cntrl2

Cntrl3

0
X

current IP

CntrlO

Cntrll

This byte contains the same instmctions, but for controllers 4 to 7. Note that controllers 4 to 7
are spare on IPl and controllers 5 to 7 are spare on IPl. Hence the second command byte will
be for controller 4 only:
Third Byte
Bit

7

0

6

5

4

3

0

0

0

0

2
0

1

X

0

X

current IP

Cntrl4

Author: Glenn Knight
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7.5.3.2

Numeric Mode

Tlie commands used for controlling the arm in manual mode contain only one byte.
This byte defines which of the motors will move to a new position, which must have already
been transmitted to the IP. (Using NEWPOSITION in annwrite). For Numeric mode, all
that is required is to set the bits corresponding to which motors your wish to move.
First Byte

Tliis sets up the robot in numeric movement mode.
Bit

7
1

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

1

X

X

X

X

0
X

current IP

Cntrl4 Cntrl3 Cntrl2 Cntrll CntrlO

Bits 0 to 4 correspondto controllers 0 to 4 on the current IP. Set the bit to 1 corresponding to
which motor you wish to move. Tlie table below gives information on how to set the desired
motor.

Bit

For IPO:

ForIPl:

Set to 1 for ELBOW

1

Set to 0 as Spare Motor
Set to 0 as Spare Motor

2

Set to 1 for WRIST 1

Set to 1 for ZED

3

Set to 1 forWRIST2

Set to 1 for YAW

4

Set to 0 as Spare Motor

Set to 1 for GRIPPER

0

Set to 1 for SHOULDER

5

1

1

6

0

0

7

1

1

For example, if you were communicating with IPl, you would set bits 1 and 3 to start
movement of the shoulder and yaw motors, which are linked to controllers 1 and 3.

Author: Glenn Knight
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GO BITS

7.5.3.3

GOBITS is a method of mapping the IPO and IPl into one unique addressing, so as a
separate command does not have to be issued by the user for a motor on a different IP. This is

done to hide lower level complexity.
This is fairly complicated as two bytes have to be created for each IP in manual mode, and in
numeric mode, tlie GO_BITS have to be interpreted as to which motors are meant to be on.
IPO:

Byte 3
0

IPl:

0

Byte 2
0

0

0

0

SP SP

0

0

0

0

X

Byte 3
0

0

X

X

X

X

X

X

SP SP SP SP

Byte 2
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Where:

SP is for tlie spare motors.
X is a binary bit (0 or 1).
0 is a predefined binary bit.

Author: Glenn Knight
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7.5.3.4

Setting GO__BITS
MOTOR

SP

G

ACTION

s

z

W2

W1

Y

E

STOP 'ON'

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

FWD

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

RVS

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

STOP OFF'

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

STOP ON'

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

FWD

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

RVS

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

STOP OFF'

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

STOP 'ON'

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

FWD

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

RVS

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

STOP OFF"

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

STOP ON'

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

FWD

0

0

0

0

0

0

o \wi

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

RVS

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

STOP OFF"

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

\

STOP ON"

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

wms

0

\

0

FWD

0

0

0

0

0

0

Hi

HI III

0

-£*

RVS

0

0

0

0

0

0

ill

0

0

STOP OFF"

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

STOP ON'

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

°l ill lil

FWD

0

0

RVS

STOP OFF'

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

III

0

I

0

i

11111 ;SSpj'

0

ill

1

I P JL -^

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

ill

$

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

•

0

0

0

III
:.: V*:::: 111

ip

111

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

op Mia til

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

hH

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

tt

(J

m

o1 il

0

111

STOP 'ON'

0

0

FWD

0

0

RVS

0

0

0

0

0

STOP OFF'

0

0

1

1

0

0

111

STOP ON'

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

FWD

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

RVS

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

STOP OFF*

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

GO BITS
0

0

X

X

X

X

X

7\
X

J

v^
V

These 8 bits for byte 3.

X

\
X

X

X

X

X

X

V__

X

J

V
These 8 bits form byte 2.

Where:

SP refers to spare position.

STOP 'ON' refers to Stop with the power applied to the motors. (FREE_OFF MODE)
FWD refers to setting the motor mnning in tlie forward direction.
RVS refers to setting the motor mnning in the reverse direction.
STOP 'OFF' refers to Stop with the power turned off to the motors. (FREE MODE)
Author: Glenn Knight
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NOTE: You must not set more than one action per motor!
Tlie bits that are set correspond to the GOBITS sum. This value is usually sent to tlie robot in
decimal fomiat, but can be sent in HEX and other formats as long as the correct notation
suitable to tlie programming language accompanies tlie number to identify tlie format.
hi the above table for GO_BITS, several areas have been highlighted to identify the mapping
technique that is used to convert from GO_BITS to the bytes necessary for the IPC
commands.

Legend:
These areas have to be shifted 4 bits to the left to match the IPC

commands for anrij>o.
This area has to have the wrist mask applied to exclude other motors.
This is to select only the motors for IPO, and exclude the IPO motors
from the IPl selection.

This area represents the new position of the bits to be shifted
^•'!'»S^B!'!'M<!'!'!'!'S!i^SM

Author: Glenn Knight
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7.5.4 Mapping of GO_BITS to IPC Arm_go Manual mode
hi Manual mode, the motors are controlled directly from the GOBITS.
WRIST MASK is defined as:
0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0'

0

or0x03C0 (HEX)
FOR IPO:

Start with GO BITS:
G
0

0

X

Y

W2

Wl

X

X

X

X

X

X

s

z

X

E

X

X

X

X

X

X

MASK using \ VRIST MASK:
W2

Wl
0

0

0

0

0

0

X

X

X

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shift mask for IPO:
0

or 0x0300 (HEX)

SHIFT Wl 4 bits to match up with IPC command for ARMGO:
W2
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

0

J

k_

mt

X

$&£ si**:;

^

~7

V

These 8 bits for byte 3.

Author: Glenn Knight
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FOR IPl:

Start with GO BITS:
G
0

0

X

Y
X

X

W2

Wl
X

X

X

X

s

Z

X

X

X

X

E
X

X

X

MASK using opposite ofWRIST MASK to remove wrist:
G
0

0

X

Y

X

X

s

z
X

0

0

E

0

0

X

X

X

X

X

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Shift mask for IP 1:

0 10 | 1

I

1

110 | 0

or0x3C00 (HEX)

SHIFT G and Y 4 bits to match up with IPC command for ARM_GO:
y G^-.
0

0

0

0

0

0

X

X

J

V.

lllllll
A 1 A

s

z
X

X

X

E
X

X

J

\_
V

Tliese 8 bits for byte 3.

These 8 bits form bvte 2.

Arm_go then takes care of sending appropriate bytes to IPO and to IPl.

Author: Glenn Knight
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7.5.5 Mapping of GO_BITS to IPC Arm_go Numeric mode

In Numeric mode, only 01 and 10 have any effect for each motor, and they both start moving
the robot to a new position.

For IPO:

Start with GO BITS:
G
0

0

X

Y
X

X

W2

Wl
X

X

X

X

s

z

X

X

X

X

E

X

X

X

MASK using WRIST MASK:
W2

Wl
0

0

0

0

0

0

X

0

0

0

0

0 | 1

•

X

X

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.0

0

Shift mask for IPO:
0

or 0x0300 (HEX)

SHIFT Wl 4 bits to match up with IPC command for ARMGO:
W2
0

0

0

0

0

0

X

0

0

X

XX

To change tliese 16 bits to 8 bits, each two bits of a motor has to have an EXCLUSIVE-OR
operation perfonned to accept only the commands 01 or 10 to operate in numerical mode.
Tliis is because 11 means to free stop the motors, and this is perfonned in the arm_stop
function.

EXCLUSIVE-OR operation:

Author: Glenn Knight

Lower

Upper

Bit

Bit

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0
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0

0

0

0

0

0

XOR operation

1

0

1

0 | W2 | Wl 1 0

0

For IPl:

Start with GO BITS:

Y

G.
0

X

0

X

X

W2

Wl

z

X

X

X

0

0

0

110 | 0

0

0

X

X

X

s

E
X

X

X

X

X

X

0

0

0

0

X

X

X

X

0

0

X

MASK using opposite of WRIST MASK to remove wrist:
G
0

0

X

X

X

s

z

Y

0

X

E

Shift mask for IPl:

0 | 0 | I | 1

1

or0x3C00 (HEX)

SHIFT G and Y 4 bits to match up with IPC command for ARMGO:

0

0

0

0

X 1X

mm X

0

0

s

z

Y

(J

X

X

X

E

X

X

To change these 16 bits to 8 bits, each two bits of a motor has to have an EXCLUSIVE-OR
operation perfonned to accept only the commands 01 or 10 to operate in numerical mode.
Tliis is because 11 means to free stop the motors, and tliis is performed in the ann_stop
function.

'

G
0

0

0

0

0

0

X

X

XOR operation

1

Author: Glenn Knight

0

I

G
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7.6 How the Robot handles negative numbers
Tliis infomiation is not documented in the UMI Robot manual, and was discovered through

experimentation. Tlie following describes how to represent negative numbers suitable for the
Robot. This is used when writing and reading positions from the robot.
The robot uses unsigned integers to represent negative numbers. An unsigned integer is 16
bits long when developed for the MSDOS version of the library. It can have values from 0 to
65,535. Hence when dealing with 32bit integers, care must be taken. The integer used for
writing to the robot should be a 16 bit WORD, which is then broken into a least significant
and most significant BYTE, for sending to the robot. (Refer to IPC Commands
ARMWRITE).

As the integer is 16 bits, the maximum number size of this is:

216 = 64K = 65536;
Tlie Robot represents positive numbers in the first half of this range.

Positive numbers: 0 to 215 (range: 0 to (32K - 1)) = 0 to 32767.
Negative numbers are represented in the second half of this range.

Negative numbers: 215 to 216 (range: 32K to (64K - 1)) = 32768 to 6553*
Hence to convert from a negative number to the robot interpretation, the following process is
performed.
READING FROM ROBOT

Tlie Robot negative representation = (64K - negative number).
For example, the position -100 would be represented as (64K -100).

If returned variable from robot (unsigned integer representation) > 32767, then it must be a
negative number. To convert back:
Integer = (unsigned representation - 64K).
WRITING TO ROBOT

When writing to the robot, a 16bit integer has to be broken up into two bytes, a least and most
significant byte. However, the conversion to unsigned integer representation must be
performed before this.
The Robot negative representation = (64K - negative number).
For example, the position -100 would be represented as (64K -100).

Author: Glenn Knight
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8. Current Library status
8.1 Current Tested Status

The current tested status of all Win32 Library ftinctions are given below.

FUNCTIONS

Arm_o!efine_origin
Arm_general_status
Arm_go
Ann_has_power
Ann_init
Arminterpolate
Ann_motor_status
Arm_raw_command
Armrawresponse

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
NOT IMPLEMENTED in Win32 Library
OK
NOT IMPLEMENTED in Win32 Libraiy
NOT IMPLEMENTED in Win32 Library

Armread

OK

Armwrite

OK

Arm_reload_pids
Ann_restart
Ann_set_mode

OK
OK
OK

Annshutdown

OK

Arm_stop
Arm_vacuum_plunger
Ann_version

OK
OK
OK

All ftinctions conform to the UMI description of functions, or differences noted in the section
changes from Win32 to Dos Library.

7.2 Known Bugs

7.2.1

IPC Initialisation command.

UMI supplies an IPC low-level command to perform the initialisation of the Robot. However,
in some cases when using this command, it was found that tlie wrist was not initialised, and
was not a reliable operation. It appears that the implementation in the controller end is buggy
and has been never reliable, otherwise why would UMI provides a separate init program
which manually drives the motors?

The initialisation program supplied with the Win32 library is a "Pascal to C" port of the INIT
program provided by UMI, and it shows that the initialisation is done "manually" by driving
the different motors and checking for tlie end point.
Author: Glenn Knight
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7.2.2 arm_motor_status
On two out of many test cases this gave the wrong answer. The most significant bits for the
second byte of tlie response should always be 00. Tliis is specified in the IPC section of the
manual and cannot be set by a programmer.

However, occasionally these two significant bits are set. On two out of many test case, the
values 11 and 01 appeared. This is not a bug in the Win32 driver, as it is at the IPC level of
commands. One possibility is that these bits were masked in the higher level function to
always set the'rn to zero.
Even though tliis result occasionally appears, it does not affect the functionality of
arm_motor_status, as the remaining bits, which contain the status infomiation are correct. The
most significant bits are never used anyway.

7.3

Fault-Finding

7.3.1

IPC Raw commands

If the IP has been reset, the only command that the IP will accept is GO_ACTIVE. Tliis is also
important to remember when debugging a program.

7.3.2

Hardware Problems

Tliere are current limiters within the robot for all motors. During development of tliis library
we tripped the z-axis overcurrent current-limiter and there was no movement. If there is no
movement when working with the robot perform the following checks:
1)
2)
3)

First do checks with library or demo.
Then check with IPC raw command. Check response.
Possible cause if other areas fail is hardware reset.

7.3.3

Vacuum Problems

If the pressure is on and air is available, but the vacuum refuses to operate, then it is possible
that tlie access to the I/O line on the robot has been reset. This is unlikely unless power has
been turned off from the robot. Performing an initialisation of tlie robot, will set the mode to
allow access to user I/O line that makes vacuum plunger operatable. This only has to be set
once while power is on to the robot. Once set up, there is only a need to operate tliis line via
the arm_vacuum_plunger command.

Author: Glenn Knight
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9. Appendix A - Library Maintenance Section
9.1 Recommended Future improvements to the Library

9.1.1

Current IP

At entry to each function, the assumption is that current IP is set to IPO. Tliis has been coded
to be the case. However, in case of an error, or emergency stop, the current IP activated is
unknown. Subsequent commands may not work if the current IP is not set to IPO. "Steps have
been taken to minimise error, but cannot be guaranteed without modification to IPSEND.
With modification to this low-level function, the IP can be stated in this function, rather than a

toggle function used. This will then guarantee that the correct IP recieves the command.
Several checks have been implemented in critical sections to ensure that the correct IP is IPO
before commencing a critical command such as armj>o, but the improvement of IPSEND will
guarantee this situation.

9.1.2

Control-Chandler

hitempt checking has not been enabled in the current release of the Win32 Library. Hence, if
'Control-C is pressed during the running of a robot program, it will quit the current program
as set to do in the Windows default settings. However, it will not interrupt the current
operation of the robot, which will continue to operate until the current task is complete.

By using a 'Control-C handler, designed to stop the robot upon receiving a break interrupt,
this will increase the safety of using the robot.

Such an example is provided below on how to implement a interrupt handler under a Win32
environment.

Author: Glenn Knight
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/*

Control-C handler using signal example
Author:
Glenn Knight 18 June 1999
This example installs a signal handler routine for SIGINT, and is used to catch a Control-C
interrupt. Tlie commands to halt the robot's current actions are sent and the program exits.
*/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

#include <signal.h>
#include

"RTlOO.h"

#ifdef __cplusplus
typedef void (*fptr)(int);
#else

typedef void (*fptr)();
#endif

void Catcher(void)

{
//

Cannot pass rCode to Catcher. Therefore set it up here,
int rCode = 0;

//
//

signal(SIGINT, (fptr)Catcher);
(used if you wish to reinstall signal handler)
int

i=0;

// Stop with motor power turned off
do

arm_stop( FREE_STOP, RT100_OK );
while ((rCode!=RT100_OK) && (i++<500));

printf( "\n ^Break or Error \n" );
printf( "\n Arm rendered FREE \n" );
exit(0);

}
int main(void)

{

printf("Running!\n");

//Set up control-C interrupt
signal(SIGINT,

(fptr)Catcher);

/* cast Catcher to appropriate type */
// Do application

return 0;

}

Author: Glenn Knight
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9.2 Initialisation program

9.2.1 Setting Limits

The values are set for the limits position by manually driving the motors to their limits, then
writing to tlie current position, the known limit value.
Tliese values are standard values, as set in the factory, but may be changed if necessary to suit
your needs. Units are mm for Zed and Grip(approx) and degrees for the rest.
Home Position

Axis

Limit Position

ZED

0 mm

-5 mm

SHOULDER

ROLL

90 degrees
-180 degrees
-200 degrees
-98 degrees
-132 degrees

0 degrees
0 degrees
0 degrees
0 degrees
0 degrees

GRIP

0 mm

0 mm

ELBOW
YAW
PITCH

This table contains the limits to all degrees of freedom (to define the limit positions during
initialisation) and a position for the arm to go to following initialistaion (End position).
For all the Motors except Pitch and Roll, the value written to the robot is simply:
Value = (Limit value in SI units * motor encoder counts);

Eg 90 * 29.29clicks/deg = 2500 for shoulder.
However, as the Pitch and Roll are not motors, the corresponding values for WRIST 1 and
WRIST2 have to be determined. Using the encoder count limits,
PITCH

Wl+W2=108to-2642

ROLL

Wl-W2 = 4882 to -3560

The position where the wrist becomes initialised is -2642 and -3560 (Tliese are the values for
Pitch and Roll). We need to convert this to Wrist 1 and Wrist2 values.
WRIST1 + WRIST2 = -2642
WRIST1 - WRIST2 = -3560

Solving simultaneously;
WRIST2 = +459
WRIST1=-3101

These values should be written to the current position of the wrist motors when initialising.
However, see bugs section below!

Author: Glenn Knight
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9.2.2 Inconsistencies in the UMI documentation needing investigation!
Instead of the calculated values being written to the wrists, the actual position necessary to
initialise the robot is the opposite, as shown below.
// To detennine values for pitch and roll
int wrist l_cp =
-3101;
int wrist2_cp =
459;

Also, the wrist was driven the wrong way when initialising the wrist (stage 1).
// drive_wrist_against_end_stop (RVS, FWD, rCode); // original config.
drive_wrist_against_end_stop (FWD,RVS,rCode); //Config to correct direction

As the initialisation program stands, it initialises tlie robot correctly. However, tlie most likely
causes of this bug, and requirement of re-writing tlie code is given below:
Tlie go_bits instructing the motor to move is operated on by the controller number.
The controller number for Wrist 1 and Wrist as given in tlie UMI manual are:
WRIST1

2

WRIST2

3

Tlie Init program uses the MOTORT numbers to detennine the GOBITS. Tlie MOTORT
definition as in tlie header file (and UMI documentation) defines the motors as:

typedef enum MOTORT
{
ELBOW,
SHOULDER,
ZED,
WRIST1,
WRIST2,
YAW,
GRIP,
ZEDOWN

} MOTOR_T;
//ie: motor = 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 = E,S,Z,Wl,W2,Y,G,ZEDOWN
Tlie GOBITS variables are actually ordered :
{
ELBOW,
SHOULDER,
ZED,
WR1ST2,
WRIST1,
YAW,
GRIP

}
//ie:E,S,Z,W2,Wl,Y.G.
Author: Glenn Knight
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Note here that WRIST2 is swapped with WRISTI in GO_BITS. This is correct according to
the UMIMANUAL. However, the method applied in the GO_BITS_FOR function in the
initialisation procedure,given below, uses the MOTOR ORDER list to form the GOBITS.
This is incorrect as the motor list and GO_BITS has the WRISTI and WRIST2 variables
swapped. Hence, the directionsto move the wrist motors are actually given to the opposite
WRIST motor!!!

int go_bits_for (MOTOR_TMOTOR, SWITCH_STATE_T STATE, int* rCode)
{

int go_bits_for_ans;
// This is the conversion of motor to go bits

//motor order = 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7
= E,S,Z,Wl,W2,Y,G,ZEDOWN
//GOBITS order
= E,S,Z,W2,Wl,Y,G,ZEDOWN
// Note the inconsistency with the two wrists.

.

//Switchstate = 00,01,10,11 = stop,fwd, rev,off

//PASCAL: go_bits_for_ans := ORD(STATE) SHL (ORD(MOTOR) SHL 1);
go_bits_for_ans = STATE « (2 * (mt)MOTOR);
// Form GO_BITS
return go_bits_for_ans;
}

Hence, either the GOBITS definition is incorrect, the ordering of the motors is incorrect, or

the original Pascal Init code is wrong. In any case, the UMI documentation agrees with both
the motor arrangements and the GOBITS arrangements, so it appears as if the Init program
might be in error. Further investigation into the operation ofthe wrist motors should
determine tliis. (ie, look at directions of wrist motors when driving in forward and reverse.
Check that this agrees with the UMI manual).
Note: Tliis is not critical if the wrist motors are not used, as the Robot is initialised correctly.

Author: Glenn Knight
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INTRODUCTION
This manual describes how to use Tekscan's FlexiForce Sensors. These systems are ideal for

designers, researchers, or anyone who needs to measure forces without disturbing the dynamics
of their tests. The FlexiForce sensors can be used to measure both static and dynamic forces (up
to 1000 lbf). and are thin enough to enable non-intrusive measurement. System hardware
includes the sensor handle and sensor. The electronics has a 9-pin R3232 (serial) connector. One
of the major advantages of this system is that it is simple to install, and requires very little
hardware.

The FlexiForce sensors use a resistive-based technology. The application of a force to the active
sensing area of the sensor results in a change in the resistance of the sensing element in inverse
proportion to the force applied.
GETTING ASSISTANCE

Tekscan, Inc. will provide technical assistance for any difficulties you may experience using
your FlexiForce system.

Write, call or fax us with any concerns or questions. Our knowledgeable support staff will be
happy to help you. Comments and suggestions are always welcome.
FlexiForce
a division of Tekscan, Inc.
307 West First Street

South Boston, MA 02127-1309

Phone:(617)464-4500
Fax:(617)464-4266

E-mail: flexiforce@tekscan.com
Copyright © 2004 by Tekscan, Incorporated. All rights reserved. No part of this publication
may be reproduced, transmitted, transcribed, stored in a retrieval system, or translated into any
language or computer language, in any form or by any means without the prior written
permission of Tekscan. Inc.. 307 West First Street, South Boston, MA 02127-1309.
Tekscan. Inc. makes no representation or warranties with respect to this manual. Further.
Tekscan. Inc. reserves the right to make changes in the specifications of the product described
within this manual at any time without notice and without obligation to notify any'person of such
revision or changes.
•^v

FlexiForce is a registered trademarks of Tekscan, Inc.
Windows 95/98/ME/2000/XP, MS-DOS, Word, Notepad, and Excel are registered trademarks of
Microsoft Corporation.
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OVERVIEW

This section outlines Sensor Construction and Application.
SENSORS

The FlexiForce sensor is an ultra-thin and flexible printed circuit. Sensors are available in three
full-scale force ranges: Low (25 lbf), Medium (150 lbf). and High (1000 lbf). The length of the
sensors can be trimmed by Tekscan to predefined lengths of 2", 4" and 6" or can be trimmed by
the customer. If the customer trims the sensor they will have to attach a connector to the sensor.
(This can be accomplished by purchasing staked pin connectors and a crimping tool. They can
also use a conductive epoxy to adhere small wires to each conductor). The "active sensing area"
is a 0.375" diameter circle at the end of the sensor. The sensors are constructed of two layers of
substrate, such as a polyester film. On each layer, a conductive material (silver) is applied,
followed by a layer of pressure-sensitive ink. Adhesive is then used to laminate the two layers of
substrate together to form the sensor. The silver circle on top of the pressure-sensitive ink defines
the "active sensing area". Silver extends from the sensing area to the connectors at the other end
of the sensor, forming the conductive leads. FlexiForce sensors are terminated with a solderable
male square pin connector, which allows them to be incorporated into a circuit. The two outer
pins of the connector are active and the center pin is inactive.
The sensor acts as a variable resistor in an electrical circuit. When the sensor is unloaded, its
resistance is very high (greater than 5 Meg-ohm); when a force is applied to the sensor, the

resistance decreases. Connecting an ohmmeter to the outer two pins of the sensor connector and
applying a force to the sensing area can read the change in resistance.
APPLICATION
{&.,<•&,) 5whore

There are many ways to integrate the FlexiForce
sensor into an application. One way is to
incorporate it into a force-to-voltage circuit. A
means of calibration must then be established to

convert the output into the appropriate
engineering units. Depending on the setup, an
adjustment coul3 then be done to increase or
decrease the sensitivity of the sensor.

5V 9• .Wl'!.'!?• '3«Fy

An example circuit is shown above. In this case, a

5 V DC excitation voltage drives it. This circuit uses an inverting operational amplifier
arrangement to produce an analog output based on the sensor resistance and a fixed reference
resistance. An analog-to-digital converter can be used to change this voltage to a digital output.
In this circuit, the sensitivity of the sensor could be adjusted by changing the reference resistance
(RF); a lower reference resistance will make the sensor less sensitive, and increase its active
force range.
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* Wlien used in the circuit shown. However, the dynamic force range ofthe sensor can
be adjusted by changing the reference resistor (RF) or by changing the Drive Voltage
(V0). (refer to the Saturation section)
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SENSOR LOADING CONSIDERATIONS
The following general sensor loading guidelines can be applied to most applications, and will
help you achieve the most accurate results from your tests. It is important that you read the
Sensor Performance Characteristics section for further information on how to get the most
accurate results from your sensor readings.
SENSOR LOADING

The entire sensing area of the FlexiForce sensor is treated as a single contact point. For this
reason, the applied load should be distributed evenly across the sensing area to ensure accurate
and repeatable force readings. Readings may van7 slightly if the load distribution changes over
the sensing area.
Note that the sensing area is the silver circle on the top of the sensor only.

It is also important that the sensor be loaded consistently, or in the same way each lime.

If the footprint of the applied load is smaller than the sensing area, the load should not be placed
near the edges of the sensing area, to ensure an even load distribution.
It is also important to ensure that the sensing area is the entire load path, and that the
load is not supported by the area outside of the sensing area.

If the footprint of the applied load is larger than the sensing area, it may be necessary to use a
"puck". A puck is a piece of rigid material (smaller than the sensing area) that is placed on the
sensing area to ensure that the entire load path goes through this area. The puck must not touch
any of the edges of the sensing area, or tliese edges may support some of the load and give an
erroneous reading.
The FlexiForce sensor reads forces that are perpendicular to the sensor plane. Applications that
impart "shear" forces could reduce the life of the sensor. If the application will place a "shear"
force on the sensor, it should be protected by covering it with a more resilient material.
If it is necessaiy to mount the sensor to a surface, it is recommended that you use tape, when
possible. Adhesives may also be used, but make sure that the adhesive will not degrade the
substrate (polyester) material of the sensor before using it in an application. Adhesives should
not be applied to the sensing area; however, if it is necessary, ensure that the adhesive is spread
evenly. Otherwise, any high spots may appear as load on the sensor.
SATURATION

The Saturation force is the point at which the device output no longer varies with applied force.
The saturation force of each sensor is based on the maximum recommended force specified by
Tekscan, which is printed on the system packaging or the actual sensor, along with the
"Sensitivity".
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The saturation value is based on using the circuit and the values shown in the exarhple circuit in

the 'Application' section. In this example, the saturation force (maximum force) of each sensor is
related to the RF (reference resistance), and can be altered by changing the sensitivity. The

sensitivity of the sensor would be adjusted by changing the reference resistance (RF); a lower
reference resistance will make the system less sensitive, and increase its active force range.
It is essential that the sensor(s) do not become saturated during testing.

CONDITIONING SENSORS

Exercising, or Conditioning a sensor before calibration and testing is essential in achieving
accurate results. It helps to lessen the effects of drift and hysteresis. 'Conditioning is required for
new sensors, and for sensors that have not been used for a length of time.

To condition a sensor, place 110% of the test weight on the sensor, allow the sensor to stabilize,
and then remove the weight. Repeat this process four or five times. The interface between the
sensor and the test subject material should be the same during conditioning as during calibration
and actual testing.
IMPORTANT! Sensors must he properly conditioned prior to calibration and use.
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CALIBRATION
Calibration is the method by which the sensor's electrical output is related to an actual
engineering unit, such as pounds or New tons. If you are using the Multi-Handle ELF system, all
selected COM ports must be calibrated with at least one point before Calibration can be
completed.

To calibrate, apply a known force to the sensor, and equate the sensor output to this force. Repeat
this step with a number of known forces that approximate the load range to be used in testing. A
linear interpolation can then be done between zero load and the known calibration loads, to
determine the actual force range that matches the sensor output range.
CALIBRATION GUIDELINES

The following guidelines should be considered when calibrating a sensor:

•

Apply a calibration load that approximates the load to be applied during system use,
using dead weights or a testing device (such as an MTS or Instron). If you intend to use a
"puck" during testing, also use it when calibrating the sensor. See Sensor Loading
Considerations for more information on using a puck.

•

Avoid loading the sensor to near saturation when calibrating. If the sensor saturates at a
lower load than desired, adjust the "Sensitivity".

•

Distribute the applied load evenly across the sensing area to ensure accurate force
readings. Readings may vary slightly if the load distribution changes over the sensing
area.

Note: Read the Sensor Performance Characteristics section before performing a
Calibration.
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SENSOR PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
There are a number of characteristics of sensors, which can affect your results. This section

contains a description of each of these conditions, and recommendations on how to lessen their
effects.

REPEATABILITY

Repeatability is the ability of the sensorto respond in the same way to a repeatedly applied
force. As with most measurement devices, it is customary lo exercise, or "condition" a sensor
before calibrating it or using it for measurement. This is done to reduce the amount of change in
the sensor response due lo repeated loading and unloading. FlexiForce sensors are generally
repeatable within 2.5% once they have been conditioned. A sensor is conditioned by loading it to
110% of the test weight four or five times. Follow the full procedure in the Conditionine
Sensors section.

LTNEARITY

Linearity refers to the sensor's response (digital output) to the applied load, over the range of
the sensor. This response should ideally be linear; and any non-linearity of the sensor is the
amount that ils output deviates from this line, FlexiForce sensors are linear within +/- 5%.
HYSTERESIS

Hysteresis is the difference in the sensor output response during loading and unloading, at the
same force. For static forces, and applications in which force is only increased, and not
decreased, the effects of hvsteresis are minimal. If an application includes load decreases, as well
as increases, there mav be error introduced by hysteresis thai is n I accounted for by calibration.
For a conditioned sensor, with 50% of the full force range applied h> steresis is less than 4.5 %
of full scale.

DRIFT

Drift is the change in sensor output when a constant force is applied over a period of time. If the
sensor is kept under a constanl load, the resistance of the sensor will continually decrease, and
the output will graduallv increase. It is important to take drift into account when calibrating the
sensor, so thai ils effects can he minimized. The simplest way to '< -omplish tliis is to perform
the sensor calibration in a time frame similar lo thai wl ch will !
d in the application. In
FlexiForce sensors, drift is less than 3%/logarilhmic lime.
TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITY

The operating range for FlexiForce sensors is from I5°F (r9°C.) to I40°F (60°C). FlexiForce
sensor oulpul mav vary up to ".2% per degree ' (approx. 0.3<s% per degree Celsius). In general.
your results will van' if vou combine high ' ads on (he sensor v ''', hinh temperatures. For loads
of less than 10 lbs., the operating temperature can be r •'••asedi'' '"" ' ' 7-1"( ').
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To ensure accuracy, calibrate the sensor at the temperature at which it will be used in the
application. If the sensor is being used at different temperatures, perform a calibration at each of

these temperatures. sa\ e die calibration files, then load the appropriate calibration file when
using the sensor at that temperature.
FlexiForce sensors should be stored at temperatures in the range of 15°F (-9°C) to 165°F
(74°C).

SENSOR LIFE / DURABi LITY

Sensor life depends on the application in which it is used. Sensors are reusable, unless used in

applications in which they are subjected to severe conditions, such as against sharp edges, or
shear forces. FlexiForce sensors have been successfully tested at over one million load cycles
using a 50 lb. force.

Rough handling of a sensor will also shorten its useful life. For example, a sensor that is
repeatedly installed in a flanged joint will have a shorter life than a sensor installed in the same
joint once and used to monitor loads over a prolonged period. After each installation, visually
inspect your sensors for physical damage.
It is also important to keep the sensing area of the sensor clean. Any deposits on this area will
create uneven loading, and will cause saturation to occur at lower applied forces.
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Team Resumes

Michael Fewless

Address

6230 Marlow St.

themarioinc@yahoo.com

Objective

Full-time computerengineering / computerscience position

Education

B.S. in Computer Engineering, expected December, 2004

Portage, MI 49024
(269) 323-2779

Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI

Computers

-

GPA: 3.45

•
•

General Mathematics Minor, Computer Science Minor
Member of Lee Honors College

Operating Systems: MS-DOS; MS Windows 9x, XP (Home & Pro); Linux; Solaris
Programming: C; C++; Visual C++; assembly; Java; Visual Basic; HTML/CSS
Software: Desktop publishing; MS Office; OpenOffice; Lotus SmartSuite
Projects: Presented paper {The Practicality ofBiometrics) at ASEE/NCS Spring 2004

Conference; Built multiple PC's; Designing telerobotic system

Experience

Technical Consultant

(Fall 2000 - Present)

Self-employed, Portage, MI
Provide in-home services with flexible, client-friendly schedules
Troubleshoot and repair hardware and software
Advise and assist in product purchases
Teach and demonstrate technology to new or apprehensive users

Webmaster for Knights of Columbus Council #12998; Site in final group-testing phase
Office Clerk

(Fall '99-'00; Summers '02, '03)

St. Monica Parish / St. Monica School, Kalamazoo, MI

•
•
-

Answered phones, relayed messages, solved parishioners' questions
Provided PC troubleshooting and assistance in offices

Taught visiting priest from India to use Microsoft Windows 9x & Word; designedand

•
•

Provided food / gas certificates to less fortunate individuals for parish assistance program
Started as night clerk; later given day position, including acting at times as parish

printed lesson plans

secretary

Sales Associate

(Summer & Christmas 2001)

K-Mart Corporation, Portage, MI

•
•
Honors &

Activities

Managed sporting goods, hardware, automotive, seasonal, and toy departments; assisted
customers; setup merchandise displays for each weekly advertisement
Responsible for the sale of firearms, ammo, knives, and hunting licenses

Mixed custom paint colors for customers; maintained consistencyand quality
Worked with overnight team to redesign pantry department of Coldwater, MI store

Tau Beta Pi Engineering Honor Society, Michigan Kappa Chapter
Honors Student Association, WMU

Knights of Columbus Council #12998, Kalamazoo, MI; 3rd Degree Knight
St. Monica Parish Usher

2003 Order Sons of Italy in America: Grand Rapids Lodge Bocce Champion
Collect videogame memorabilia with emphasis on Nintendo
Enjoy golfing; experimenting with computer parts; reading non-fiction

GEORGE SLATER
1022-2B ClaymoorDr., Kalamazoo, MI 49009
269-372-4671, georgeslaterffihotmail.com

OBJECTIVE

To serve as a computer engineer at a progressive and innovative organization that
adapts rapidly and effectively to change.
EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Dec. 2004

Minors in Mathematics and Computer Science
Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI 49008
• Senior Engineering Design Project:
o Phantom 1.5 integration to UMI/RTX
• Digital Electronics Project:
o SSI design of a 4-bit arithmetic logic unit
• Digital Design Projects:
o Design of a parallel I/O chip using a Xilinx Spartan FPGA board
o Design of a serial data processing module using a Xilinx CPLD
• Microcontroller Project:

o Design of conveyor belt logic and integration with hardware using
Motorola 9S12DP256 microcontroller
WORK EXPERIENCE

COMPUTER TECHNICIAN

1999-2001

Union College TechnologyDepartment
• Experience included: maintenance of a MS Windows-based network of 40+
computers and of a 30+ Linux-based network, provided direct consultation to
network users, and monitored network integrity
TECHNICAL SKILLS

Intel 8051 and Motorola 9S12DP256 Microcontrollers; 8086 Assembly, C++,
Pascal, VHDL programming, and Serial Communications
PERSONAL STRENGTHS

Reliable, energetic, teamplayer, strong communicator, and ingenuitive
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES & HOBBIES

Radio-controlled airplanes, hiking, reading, playing guitar, spending time with
family, and playing racquetball
REFERENCES

Available upon request

Steven J. Waldron
Steve.Waldron@wmich.edu
Current Address: 4602 Ridgeway Circle, Apt. H

Kalamazoo, MI 49006

(269) 599-5992

Permanent Address: 8931 Vestal Dr.

Saranac, MI

(616)642-6735

48881

Objective

A full-time position where I can continue to contribute strong technical, leadership, and team skills.
Education

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering, Western Michigan University, expected December 2004
Minors in Mathematics and Computer Science
GPA: 3.81 cumulative; Magna Cum Laude; Lee Honors College Member; Dean's List every semester
Computer Skills

Programming Languages: C++; C; Java; Visual Basic; Assembly; ABEL
Microcontrollers:

Motorola; Texas Instruments; Xilinx

Relevant Programs:

Code Composer; PSpice; Mentor Graphics; Windows; Unix; Linux

Work Experience

Computer Engineering Intern - Delphi Steering - Saginaw, MI
May 2004 to August 2004
> Assisted in the testing of software for Electric Power Steering (EPS) applications
> Developed software tools to analyze and improve the efficiency of EPS software
> Researched and tested microcontrollers for replacement of the currently used controller
> Verified mathematical library operations and wrote code sections for prototype testing

Bronco Days Co-Coordinator - Division of Student Affairs, WMU
December 2002 to October 2003
> Assisted in the overall coordination of a 4-day transition program for 1600 incoming first-year students
> Coordinated promotion, interviews, selection, training and mentoring for 120 Bronco Ambassadors, based on
two past volunteer experiences as an Ambassador
> Developed and maintained databases using Microsoft Access for Ambassadors, first-year students, and staff

Mathematics Tutor - Department of Mathematics, WMU
August 2001 to December 2002
> Assisted individual students and groups in understanding material for Algebra, Pre-Calculus, and Calculus
Volunteer Experience

Site Leader Trainer - Alternative Spring Break, WMU
April 2002 to April 2004
> Assisted in planning and administration of week-long volunteer program that consists of 12 sites across
the U.S. dealing with such issues as terminal illness, poverty, cultural barriers, and diversity
> Conducted group and individual interviews for 24 Site Leaders and 100 participants
> Facilitated biweekly meetings and leadership retreat to train and prepare the Site Leaders for their trips
Member of the Student Volunteer Alliance - Student Volunteer Services, WMU
August 2002 to April 2004
> Acted as liaison between Student Volunteer Services and the Alternative Spring Break program
> Attended monthly meetings to learn about volunteer opportimities throughout the Kalamazoo community
> Presented volunteer opportimities to Site Leaders and Executive Board members of Alternative Spring Break
Honors & Activities

>
>
>
>
>
>

Delphi Excellence in Execution Award Recipient - June 2004
Tau Beta Pi National Engineering Honor Society
Alpha Lambda Delta & Golden Key National Honor Societies

WMU Outstanding Volunteer Service Award Recipient - April 2003, 2004
Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges Award Recipient - April 2004
WMU Centennial Homecoming Court Member - October 2003

> WMU Orientation Student Leader - Summer 2002

> Security Coordinator for Bronco Bash - August 2003
> Enjoy playing football, tennis, and intramural basketball

